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ABSTKACT 
This report describes the Magsat data processing before submission to the National Space 
Science Data Centc; (NSSIIC) for distribution to the data users. The in-flight attitude and vector 
magnetometer data bias recovery tedlniques and results are described. The aititude bias recoveries 
are based on cornpalldons with a magnetic field model and are thouglit to be accurate to 20 arcsec. 
The vector magnetometer bias recoveries are based on comparisons with the scalar magnetometer 
data and are thought to be accurate to  3 nT or briter. The Magsat position accuracy goals of 60m 
radially and 300m norizontally were achieved for all but the last 3 weeks of Magsat lifetime. This 
claim is supported by ephemeris ot -rlap statistics and by comparisons with ephemerides computed 
with an independent orbit program asing data from an indepen lent tracking network. Magsat 
time dcttrmination accuracy is estimated at 1 ms. Several errors in prelaunch assumptions rt.gdrding 
data time tags, which escaped detection in prelaunch data tests, and were discovered and corrected 
postlaunch are described. 2ata formats and products, especially the Investigator-B tapes, which 
contain auxialliary parameters in addition to the basic magnetameter and ephemeris data, are 
described. 
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1N'I'ROI)tK'~I'ION 
This report summari;les s o ~ n e  of t l ~ c  iaorcb important cl~aracteristics of tl~c' M;ig\:~t riatit. I t  is 
inttbnded to Pdci1it;itc intelligent use of the diit;i anti should be regarded ils a hssic Imtltlhook for ;]I1 
datr, users. 
DATA ACQUISiTION AN11 I)ECOhlML1'TA?'IC)N 
The basic data is acquired on hoortl the spaceclaft lly the cesium vapor magnetometer, the 
fluxgnte (vector) magnetometer, the associated attitude deterniinati:at, instrumentation and all of 
the necessary spacecraft instrumentatior wllicll supports these meaaircnicnts. Tllcse data arc 
acquired througll the National Aeronautics rind Space Administration (NASA) Spoc'c Tracking anti 
Data Network (STDN) and transmitted to  the Goddard Space I:light Cer~tcr (GSFC) where the 
Information Processing Division (IPD) sort:, the measurcnarnts and sentls thein to thc appis~sriste 
people. 
In addition. the satellite is tracked by the Ilefense Mapping Agency (IIMA) Iloppler network. 
This d2,ta is processed and definitive orbits determined by personnel at the Johns I-Iopkins Applied 
Physics Laboratory (APL) who then f~irnish the completed ephemeris tapes to GSFC. 
Attitude data is analyzed 11y the Mission Support Computing and Analysis Division (MSCAD) 
at GSFC and then sent. via IPD. to  the Project in the form of quaternions. The magnetometer and 
cpllerneris data arc sent directly to  the Data Manager working with the Projcct Scientist. 
ATTITUDE DATA 
Attitude data are of two varieties. The first. called intermediate attitude, is derived from the 
liorizon scanner and sun sensor. Its accuracy, after processing, is c;n the order of  10-20 arcmin. 
The second, called fine attitude. is derived fro111 two star carneras, the precision suil sensor, the 
attitude transfer system (ATS), and a pitch gyro (Figure 1 >. The sun sensor is attaclled tci the end 
ot' the bocl~ii nettr tfic vecior I~iagnctomc'ter. ?'he star cameras are att:~cht.d to  the optical 1)eticli on 
the spaCecr;lft side of the hoo111. 'The A'I'S optically connccts the optical beach ;ind a set of r'iirrors 
attached to tlie vector tnagnetometcr. The mission accuriicy goal for the vector meaqurcmcnt was 
20 iirCsw. 
I'rior to launch the relative 1or:ations of' all pertinent instrur~ieiits were measured to  a few 
arcsec. As will bc seen, some shiftini: took place during and after lallncli. 'We will not here de- 
scribe the details of fine attitude determination. These ore available i11 the form of a specit'ica- 
tioris document (Magsat Fine Aspect Baseline Systerli Overview and Analysis, CS(' document 
I11 the derivation of the ~~iagrietorneter attitude tlie solutions may dxive from any of five 
coolbinations of instrumetltation. These arc identified to the user in character "d" of the Atti- 









Both star cameras and sun sensor 
Star camera 1 and star camera 2 
Star camera 1 and sun sensor 
Star camera 2 and sun sensor 
Limited data and mode! of motion 
Not cornpu tetl 
The motion rnodcl requires measurements from any o m  of the above instsuments plus the pitch 
gyro. 
Character "h" of the Attitude Processing Flag gives an indication of the accuracy of the re- 
sulting solution. Flap values of 0, 1, :! or  3 indicate that the attitude data residuals to the solu- 
tion are less than o r  equal t o  20 arcsec. Flag values higher than 3 indicate that the solution 
resicli~:ils exceecled 20 arcsec. Tliis could be caused, for example, by iin erroneous star idc11tific.a- 
tio.1. 'I'he fl:y will alwiiys lw 7 when a motion naodel solutiotl is ohtaincd and it1 that case i t  ha\ 
1lCl l~ie~il l j l l~.  
Wlie11 the attitude data available switches from one combinatioa to  another, a discontinuity 
will occur in tht. attitude solutiotl. Tliis is illustrated in i7i~!ikre 3, f~lrtlisiled by Ilr. J .  Vain of the 
United States (;eological Survey (USGS). The discontinuity occurs hecause of i~nprecise align- 
nletlts between the three instruments. The magnitude of the discontinuity depends upon tlie 
iimount of misalignment, (which is partially a function of the location of stars and stul in thc instru- 
m e ~ ~ t  fields of vie:w) and the location of the spacecraft in orbit, 
It shoultl bc noted that in spite of these jumps, it appears that the relative rlns accuracy is 
well within 23 arcsec. 
An experiment was run to investigate if tliere is any advantage to smoothing the attitude qua- 
ternions. A low pass filter was designed consistent wit11 the known response time of the attitude 
control system, i.e., consistent with the possible actual movements of the spac,:craft. The highest 
frequency of movement possible is about 0.01 Hz and the filter cutoff was designed to  Se 0.04 EEz. 
This filter successf~illy smootl~ed the quaternions, and consequently the data, but the filtered data 
was deceptive in that smoothed features caused by attitude jumps now exhibited similar cliaracter- 
istics to crustal anomalies. It was decided to  leave the data unsmoothed. 
In using the data, the motion model results are reasonably accurate for short spans of time 
(< 0.5 minutes, say) but become increasingly in error tljt. 'nager it is used. This can result in large 
(> 20 nT) jumps in component values when the data switches from motion model to  one of the 
other types of solution. 
In order to maximize accuracy and minimize the data jumps due to misalignment of the atti- 
tude instrumentation, an in-flight realignment was computed every seven days. This is a relative 
;~lipntncn t. It is donc relative to  star c;illler;i f wo, a\ follol.vs: 
i . i)i)riiin aiiirude soiutlon t ron1 hot11 star crimcras. 
2. 'I'ratlsfer to  sun sensor (via A'I'S). 
3. 1)erive relative sun sensor alignment. 
4. Obtain :;elution fram corrected sun scnsor and star camtlrn t uo. 
5 .  Ilerive rel;~tive st;lr cslliera one alipnrnent. 
h. I tera te 1111 ti1 consistency of 2 arcsw is obtriincrl. 
'I'his iilignment procedurth is perfortncd on a limited stat of data anti the resulting alignment adjust- 
ments are used in the routine processing. Note that this gives internal consistency to  the solutions 
hut does not give absolute alignment. 
Using this metllod immediately after latlnch it was found that alignnlent adjilstments of 1 1 
ilrcsec t o  star ciimera orlc' and 220 ,ircsec to the sun sensor were necessary to obtain a consistent 
solution. The problen~ I ,  ,hat  from the attitude system data alone there is no way of   no wing if 
it was actually star carnera one and the sun sensor which moved. Fortunately the magnetic field 
meas~~rements the~nselves providr. an independent check. Alignment adjustments are rnade in the 
pitch, roll, yaw systern relative t o  the spacecraft. But the spacecraft ia  mxrdng, and rotating, rela- 
tive t o  the nuin field c,f the Earth. Thus a bias in the attitude solution, which is fixed relative to 
the spacecraft, will cause non-constant field changes in the Earth-fixed system. For example, an 
attitude bias in "roll will result in a sawtooth wave in the Earth-fixed Y (east) component. We 
have translated this into the appropriate mathematics in our field modeling software. SpecificalIy. 
-+ 
if B , is a model of the Earth's main field as ~neasured by Magsat, then 
where r, 0.4, are the standard spherical coo. ... lates; g? and h: are the parameteis in a spherical 
.!/\ 
harmonic analysis. and the e are transformation angles from the magrietome,tFr . .. coordinates to space- 
. . 
craft coordinates. Tile {g: . 1:) and { E )  can be solved for in a least-squires sense. We estimate 
that the solution for the { e }  is accurate t o  about 20 arcsec. , '" * .; . 
Q*' * 
Z 
IJsing this tc'chniqiie we dcternlitieti tlliit the ;lpp;irel\t 220 archec shift in the sun sc'nhor was 
incorrect. that adjusting the sun sensor alipnriient in that nlenner introduced tionphysic;~l Ikiscs in 
the magnetic field measurements. Rather, either the st;ir cameras niovcd or the A'I'S roll calihra- 
tion changed (we ..atlot distinguish between tliese). 'I'he attitude sol,rtions were readjusted to  he 
consistent witli these findings prior to  production processing. 
As tlic flight progressetl, additional relative adjusttnents t o  tbe instrument slignmeiit, follow- 
ing the six-fold procedure previo~lsly outlined, were matle every seveti days. Thesc resulted in ad- 
ditional culilulative adjustments of about 100 arcsec to tlie sun secsor relative to star camera two 
and abo~i t  35 arcsec t o  star onmela one relative to star caniera two. 
I t  is apparent that tlie attitude instrumentation was undergoing sinall, but nevertheless signifsi- 
cant, changes in either pliysical alignnient or  in electronic calibration. In order to maintain tlie final 
measurement aLcuracy, we have selected a series of magne tically quiet days and solved (1  ). The re- 
sulting adjtistments necessary to  tlie pitch, roll and yaw attitude solutions are plotted in Figure 3. 
Rather than changing the attitude solution, a correction was applied di r~xt ly  to  tlie processetl 
Magsat field data in the form of a suitable rotation in spacecraft coordinates. Application of these 
results t o  the data lias been as follows: 
1. No adjustment was made for data from November 2 through Ilecernber I .  
2. Adjustments according to the following equations have been made to data between De- 
ceml~er 3 and Marc11 26 (plotted as Lines -1 in Fig 3): 
Bias = A + B AT 






A (arcsec) B (arcsec/day) 
18.1 -0.3262 
-8.8 0.035 1 
-1 2.3 0.8352 
3. I'or 11,1~,1 aftel r\-lar~-l~ 2 0 tlltX ;~i l i~~htnic~nt  c~cfticicnts iirc ( I  ine\ -2. I:ip 3 I :  
:isi\ 
-. 
A ( ;lrc.,t3c' 1 
- ----- 
13 ( i i S ~ ~ \ t * ~  c ~ L  
--- 
l<ol1 4S.S -0.0720 
l'i tch 10. i -0.15.3.3 
I7,ttv '~0.0 O.~)OOO 
tIrljust~nents are iilxo poshil)le for ;he intt~rmediatc attitude ilat,~. I;or tlie initial Ja ta  (Novem- 
1.rc.r 2. 1 C170 tlirougl~ r*larcli 15, 1970) no i ~ t l j ~ ~ s t n i e ~ i t s  wt.rrh I I I . I ~ ~ C .  I:or the rc~ii;~itliier of  the ilsta 
correction., of 838.8, -1 (1.1.4 ;la11 --7OC).2 ~~*.csec were 111iide to  roll, pitch and yaw, respectively. 
'I'he intermediate attitude tiata in tlie periorl hlii) 10 to  June 11 is of special interest because no fine 
attit - : .tat? is availabli.. ~ l ~ e r e f o r ~ ~ .  cljtcr the ('IIRONINT tapes (bee later section it1 report) were 
cotnpleted, an attempt was mi111~ to  go bnch and re:icijust the data for tliis time period. 'The fc)llow- 
in? ull.iu.,trnctrtc; wcrc drterminr>il at111 :!pplic.cl, u\in:l: equation ( 2  
Axis - A (iircsec) 3 (arcsec/day) 
Roll 800 -10.7 
Pitcli 1700 -53.8 
Yaw 0 0 
'I'hese arc relative t o  May 15. 1080. The tapes on which tlie adjustments were made are described 
it? ;I later scctiot;. 
SC'ALAR IIA'I'A. C'A1,IRRATION OF FLIIX(;ATI:. MAGNETOMETIIR 
I3ecause of the partial failatre of tlie cesium vapor magnetonreter. continuous data from that 
i n s t r i~n~ t . l~ t  is t~c;t aviii1al)le. Sufficient data exi:ci\, hotvevcr, t o  u t i l i ~ e  t l i ~  cesium vapor magnetom- 
cter t o  ealitvs te tho fluxgate niugneton~eter. An initial report (Lancaster et  al., 1980) is available 
ilcscrihin~, the motliod of calibration and sumn~i~rizing calibration results for the first 2 ~nont l i s  of 
operation. Irrvestigators wishing t o  utilizc tho scalar field are advised to  derive it from tho vector 
ilatu. Note t1i:lt for the Magsat data tapes, tlie chronicle tapes iticlude the scalar measurements 
;scull tlit' c't\i11111 v;il~or ~ ~ i ; ~ ~ l i ~ t o l ~ i c t e r ,  lwt 011 the iiivcsti~;~tor t;ipcs flit* \i.;ilvr ficltl i\ dcriveti from 
t I 1 ~  I ~ I \ ~ ; I L  tI:.Itii. 
I Iltsrc alC ,i tcltiil of 30 calilcr;itic~n piiranleters which cliaracteri~e the vectol in\trutncnt. I i ie i~ 
rnt1.init1y i4 ;I\ fi)ll(r\~*\: il,it'lt :iyi\ of thc fll~ygiitc it~strirnie~it consist5 of a fluxpate \ensor with riinpt' 
O O O i  . I hi\ sanpth i\ c"st~*t~detl t o "c4.000 n 1' by ;i field off\et current generator anti coil .;r\tcni 
\i~srct[~t;:lit~g tllil \cttlsor. 'I'lle c:urrtXnt gener;ttor operatc's in seven "step\" allti any conlI>ination 
t1it1t~>ot. 'I'ht. se..nsor \tcps i11ntl the approxitnate fields generated are: 
T21e calillration parall~eters Wi.i gibe tlw actual values of each step where i = 1 ,  2 .  3 is the axis and 
i = 1 . . . . . 7 is the \tep. Tht. parameters Wig ;111cl Wi9 take into account non-1int.arities  ti cross- 
talk 1~c.twecn ;ixes. ?'llt.se are relatively stahle with time and art1 not plotted. Because the full 
+h3,OIlO field is not experienced on t.ac.11 aixis. not all oi the Wi ale detennit~ahlc wit11 high accu- 
racy. For the "C"' or "Z" axis all clre weli determined, for  the "A" o r  "X" axis WI6 and W17 always 
c\cc'ur togetlies \o on1> the cotnhis~ation - !Vlh is well determined. For the "H" or  "Y" axis 
\%',s, W26. W27 ;11ways occur together so only the combination WZ7 - WZ6 - W25 iswell deter- 
mined. 111 general, the "C" axis paranietersare rlie most well determined and the "B" axis parameters 
the least well determined. Two parameters are determined for  each fluxgatc. sensor: bi and ai, 
where hi is the hiaq snd  ai  is the sensitivity. Aiso. included in the solution a.t: a determination of  
changes in ille angle hetwecn the axes, denoted as AIZ ,  A,1 and A32. 
1'il~'ll t'iiIi1~~iltit~ll is r ~ t * ~ i ~ t ~ d  l'1.0111 ,~t;i 1'I'cVll ;i s i ~ l ~ ~ l e  d;Q' sthltkcti\d to tdltilill tIlia l)ia\t i l ~ ; I i I ~ l I ~ I t '  dl\- 
l l 1 0 1 1  L I ' l l  1 1 1  l l l i l l l l l t  i l l  0 1 111i111t81111. :If'ttbl. l)tb~tllllljt'l. 3.  
1 '170. tlltb st.illi11 ~l l i lgnt~tcrnl~t t~s was opt11 attxJ in t wcl ~llirtlt's: t i  tIlia1, l rot l~ S L ~ I I S O ~ S  OII ( iltl~lott>il 
c o t l ~ l i t i o ~ ~  "("', o r  'X'" Jiiys) o r  stlnsos :I only on ( d e ~ l o t ~ i l  ccrnilitioll ":I", or  "A' ilayh). I'lots 01‘ 
t!lts ~.il l i l~ratitr~l p;u.,1111i~tcss licr\vtvi il tli? ;nr.t of'sct i l l  solution!, ti'rr~n !I ilays co~lll~ascll  to  (' i1;lys. 
'I'his ccrulll IN) cil~~seil  Iry ( 1 )  illtibrilt5tirln 1rtbtwetbtl the ~ ~ l a g n i ~ t o l ~ l e t t ~ s s  so tll;lt cllangi~lp tlltl stilte of  
tllc s~*iil;ir itlstrl~ll~ellt ~'ll31igt~s tllc vot~tos ribailing or  ( 2 )  ;I i b l~ i~~ lg ib  i l  t 1 1 ~  ; ~ i ~ ~ l ~ s ; ~ c ~ y  01' tl:2 SL+;II~IS i l ~ s t ~ ~ i l -  
tnibnt alollib. ('asc ( 1 )  slloulii Ire l l tbt t~~~l; i l~lc  Iry csamining tllc v c ~ ~ t o r  d.lt;i at tllose t i  ivlltan the. 
s~-ill;lr instrulncllt c*I~;lngcs st;lttt. Instsunlent intt3rl'est.llcc' slloiilli ;lyptlas '1s ii llistinct'iunll~ in tlw 
vector tlatir. I'u;llnin:ltiot~ of' the 1l;lt;l r~>vt%alt>ii no sut*ll tsl't;ltsts. ('ilstb ( 2 )  is ~ ~ r ~ l ~ u l ~ l i ~ .  With s ~ ~ I . ~ o I ~  
13 ofl' t l ~ t ~ s i ~  itst%S O I I I ~ ~  l l i rcc t io l~~ of fiitlll fos \vl~icll S C ~ I I ; ~ S  I I I L ~ ~ ~ S I ! S C I I I ~ I I  ts ilrtl 110 IOII&:CI, ;~v,~ilii l~It~, tlllis 
rtlllucinp the olrst*rvalrility of slime rrl' thc calilrri~ticrn parutncttbrs. At tilt- S ; I I ~ ~ C  tillltb, tllcl c r~~~s ; l l l  
tai'l.rrs ~ l i s t s i l r ~ i t i ~ t ~  for t l l ~  sC;ll;~s i l ~ s t s i l ~ ~ l t ~ ~ l t  C ! I I I I ~ C S  1rc;';lllse i t  is 3 \vt'iglltcd sli111 i r f '  tlltl tlssc~l. ill tllrt 
two instslimtwts w h t ~  Iwtll arc operating. hut is stsic-tly thtS ~ r r c ~ r  in the r l  scllsor \vllCli it is 011 
;~lr~ntt. 
We h;~vt% choac~tl tcr usta o111y ca1iljr;tticrlls ticrivt.il frirn~ "( "' days fils the fine ;ittitulle ilat;t, ~u l t i l  
tlfit-11 It> tllcb d;~tt> oi the llat,~ u s t ~ l  I , its olr~ervstion. Idor data Iwtwtatan Nrlvctulrer 2 ,  11)711 :inti 
h1.11.e.11 23, \ ~ i i \  1 1  t \i I ti1 < I  ( * \ I I ~ I ~ *  p j l >  11~1111iiil. ' 1 ' 1 1 t a  rcw~lt i~lg ~ I I I O ~ )  t 1 1 e ~ l  ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ i i l l l t ~ t ~ ~ r \  \ v L % I , ~  t11tl11 ~ ~ c * i l  
;I\  tiltb c'illilll-;lt ioll. I1I1e\t~ h111~lo1i1t~i~ l~ ; l s , l l l~ t~ t t~ r~  ('sta lll.)ki;ltt'il ilt 2 tiily illtt*l.V;11~. "('" ~';llil~l.;lt i O 1 l h  
p r i o ~  t o  l ~ c c ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ i ~ r  I 1 .  l')?') \vest* 110t i l ~ ~ . l t ; d ~ ~ t l  ill this S I I I O O ~ ~ I ~ I I ~  h i ~ ~ c . t $  tl1tb ~~; i l i l ) r ;~ t io~i  l l i i ~~Il t~t t~S\  
Ilaii not yclt " \~~t t l t~ l l "  into ntw-lintl;ir trttllds. 
Notiiirlg that "A" data ~.alihratlru~ p;ir;~nlett~rs \verc g~311~ritlly offset f'rcrnl tllc sanlc par;iinetihr.; 
in "("' t l ;~ t ,~  ~~ ;~ l i l~ ra t ions .  iind ;tssut!~it~lr. ;I I~ ig l~e r  col~f'iilct~ce in 3"' ilizta wllcll cc~lnp;~reil to  "12" 
tlat;~. tlltb "A" e.alillriitiol~s wtbrcl not i ~ l ~ l u t l e d  it1 tllc cllt'vc fits ille11tioll~l1 pre1vio~~sIy. IIo\vevcr. hillcc 
110 "('" data was o1)tainalrltb ;iftc~r hlil~~.11 23, 1 OS!), "A" calilrr'ations west* talien into col~~ir l t~s:~t ion 
to extract calil~r:~tion solutions af'ttbr Miirc.11 22. l(180. 111 order t o  include the "A" c*;ilillriitions. ;111 
a~i~justnlcnt was ~ n a r l ~  t o  tlltlstl calillrations wliicll ~ni t~ in~izcr i  the offst~t iiif:; rtlllce Irtativeell the ''A" 
c'alil~ratio~ls and tlltb "("' c;ilillr;ltiolls ilurin!! t i ~ n t ~  wllcn 110th \vest available. '1.11~ i~cljustnlcnt Wiis 
lnaiit* with two stBts of cl~ti\driiti~ polynoniisl ~ L I I T C S  fit t o  tlli8 t i l~~t~-vi iryi~lg I);~S~IIIIC~L'SS of the cklli- 
Ill'atio11 solutions Ixltwetbn I)ectbmtlt*r 4. 1'17') ;in11 I:ellr~lar~ b, 1 ')SO. 01:e set ot' curves was fit 
using rlltl "A" cal i l l~at io~ls  otlly. an11 tilt. r~tllt*s set of curvt*s was fit using the "r' cvlillraticlns only. 
'I'lle rta;ison for t.11oclsing caIillrations I~e twee~~ i  t l cse  dates was tllilt the l>;ir;lrlleters showell sn~oot l l  
trend-lit~e 1lch;ivior. and tlie separntion between "A" calihrations and "('" ~;i l ihr; t f io~~s W;IS distillct. 
Polats were c11ostl11 at t'ciur d ; ~ y  intt.rvills along t l l c ~ e  curve:; (seventeen points total), and tlle average 
of the difference hetween tht. ;las.i~ncters from the ''(,"' c31illrati011 c~lrves 31iJ tht> parameters from 
tllC 'A" c'calil>ration cur-vcs wcre then dctennined for  eac l~  tinlc-vitrying piirillneter. Tl~is set of' 
cSonstants was then u.ed to  ;itijust ;ill "A" calil-riltions. A listi~ig of these co~lstants can he found in 
'I';thlC 1. After rn:lking the adjustment t o  the "A" calibratio~ls. 1ine:lr fits to tile time-vtirying 
pararnt'ters of all calihrations were made for c'alil~rntions btltwee11 Ilecemher 1 1 .  1979 and hlay 7 .  
1080. with tile "C" ciilibrations weighted twice as l ieavi l~~ as tllc "A'kclihrations. New calibra- 
tions were then extr ,~ctcd from tllc 1ill:ar fits for every - fconil <'.?:I between hlarcli 23, 1980 and 
,tie c n ~ l  of tlie mission. June 11,  1980. 'I'ahlrx : lists tlitl differences kctween the rrarametcrs es- 
trscteil from tlic two c:llihr;ttion solution curves, ils plotted on  tlie following graphs. (Figs. 
4 . 2 7 )  o n  tlic date ln \vlli~>li the rl11;itiratic pr)lyllonli;il ciiwi8 fit  was n o  longer u s ~ t l  r ~.rc;itc ntbw 
c ;~ l i l~ r ;~ t io~ i  so l t~ t io~is ,  hI;ir~-li 2 2 ,  ll)t40 U J  120t) llrs. It  is I I O ~ C ~  llilrc t11;it tlicstB ~ i i f f i ~ r i ~ ~ ~ c ~ s  ;irib \ v d l  
witllit~ the noistb o r  scatter 1t.vel of tht. pi1ranit.tt.r ill qutasticui. 
1 4 f l ~ ~ r  tllt8 calilu,tttvl fitle attituric data witre produt.t.il, c;li'll day's kits were h;ilnplcd kind a 
corliy~iirison made hetween tlle s~.;il;ir I'icltl c ;~!~~~li i t t . i l  fronl the calil.rr;itcii conlponc~it data iind the 
ficnlll tnc$,ihurell by thc ctBsiut~l val>r)l. magne.tonltltc.r. ]:or eat*h (lily the 111eat1 iliffert'tice ;111ii ~111s 
tliffilrpnce wcre calt*ul;itcll. 'I'llese results ;trc sunitllarircil in 'I'ahle 3 .  'I'llc tilean values are very low 
(0.0 to 0.0 1iI') until I)ecC~nhcr 3.  ('omtnetlcing wit11 that tlatt. all rl:iys are "A" clays escScpt the 
ac-til:il clays uscld t o  ilt~rivc c;ilibriitions. 'I'lle nlcan va1ut.s t11t.rt.aftc.r arc ~ e n t w l l y  in the r:ulge 0.0 to  
2.0 n'l' ctxccl~t on c:ilihr:ition rltiys. Our rr.s.sf/t?zptioiz is tll;tt the scal;lr vallies conlpiitcd fronl the V ~ C -  
tor inhtruinent wit11 tlle "('" ;;ilibrations ,ire the more correct v;ilues ;ink1 that tile illcrease ill tilt' 
me;in ilifferenct.~ for tile "A" clay< is diie primarily t o  incre;iscil error in tlit8 scalar not the vector 
m;ignctotnetcs iliita. ?'11i~ scU:itter of the tiata relaiivc to tlw c;~lil~nltion is nlei~surt~cl hy tilt‘ WIS 
~lifkrc.nce wllir.11 is 1isu:llly in the r;illge 0.8 to 2.0 tir. 
I:igtires 4 t o  7 show tlw vari;rtion of the calibration pitriimt~ters with tilnc. 'I'llt~ plots show 
\orlit> reglilar long-term t r t ~ n ~ l s  upon wllic.11 ;irc supcriml~osecl s l~or ter  pcsiod variations. 'I'11e 1o11g 
tern] trcnlis art. certainly variations in the calil>ration parntneters. 'The short pcrioil variations may 
rcflt*ct ~~ilanging paramettbr oIw1.sv3llility l)t>twt.cn solutiotis (i.e., !ioise or in:icciiracy) o r  short term 
c:ilil~ratic)n changes due to changing sp:icec~;nft cc.otlditions, We c:in~lot Ile ccrt,lin whicl~,  but Iw1it.v~ 
tllat SLIL*II v ;~ri ;~t iol~s 110 ]lot S C I ~ C C ~ ~  ;ictual 111agllct011i~t~'r c l~ ; i~~gcs .  N O ~ C  t1l;it the s t ~ l ~ o f h e [ i  p;lrallola 
~1st.J in ;lpplic:ltion of the calibration pnrlitnt~ters t o  the data between I:cll 2 2 ,  1')8O, and hlsrcli 22. 
1 ')X(: ;inJ tlie straight line used between hIilarc.11 23, 1080 ;in11 ctld of mission, are hot11 shr>wn on thta 
y1lots. 
I:or tlic Nov 2 throtigh Fell 2 1 period it is i n ~ t r u c t i v ~  to  plot the difference in each component 
for  calil)rations \vhicll are srl.iacent i11 time. 'I'his is shown in 1:igurt.s 28 t o  50. I'hc plots Itre field 
t i i f f ~ ~ r e r i ~ ~ c  versus ~uoclifi'icd coarse count, whic.11 cxquals coarse count plus (14. Only nlodified cclnrse 
1 0 
count\  corresponiiing to iictually observable fields are includeri. Table 4 gives the nlaximurn nliigni- 
tudc o f  the differences. These differenc<b .ire due to two frtctors: (1) actual changes in tlie calibra- 
tion parameters, anti ( 3 )  i11;tcctlracies in the cn1ibr;itiori solutions. In order t o  properly eviil~uate 
Table 4 and Figures 28 to  50 it is u\eful t o  know how frequently the different coarse values can 
occur. Figure 5 1 sliows frequency di\trihutions compiled from & combinatioti of all calibration 
data sets. I t  is clear that, for :!ie "A" or  "X" axis, values of  3 1, 32, 96 and 97 o u u r  only 
rarely. The ntunl>ers in parenthesis in Tahle 4 exclude these coarse values. The "Z" or "C" axis 
shows srnzll differences, usually less than + I nT. Furthermore tho plots are systematic and appear 
to follow the trend of  the changing calibration parameters. Tllese parameters would seem to be 
very well deternlined, probably to better than + 0.5nT. The "X" or  "A" axis shows larger ciiffer- 
ences, although still generally within +311T, and often within + 1.5nT. The plots are less systematic 
but still reflect rn:ii~ily the trend of changing calibration parameters. These parameters are moder- 
ately well dfbterrnined, probably to  better than -t- 1 .On'T, in many cases to better than -t. 0.5nT. 'Tiic 
"Y" o r  "R" axis is less satisfactory. I'rior to mid-February, it is generrtlly within +311T, with 
some exceptions. 'The plots d o  not clearly show changes in calibration trends. The  greatest in- 
accuracies arc thus in this axis. We would estimate the "Y" parameters t o  be ilsually accurate t o  
+ 2.5nT, often to  t- 2.0nT. The instr~ument as a whole is probably good to about f 3nT. 
IIintisight indicates that ou r  accuracy would have been improved by smoothing the calibration 
scrlutions for the entire lifetime. This was not  done with the November through January datz in 
order t o  not delay delivery of these data. As already itldicated, we have modified our procedures 
for data con~mencing with February 22, 1980, and now utilize smoothed solutions. I t  should be 
noted that tlie differences in Figures 28 t o  5 0  reflect the size of  the data jump which occurs at  
the tirne calibrritions were changed. 'The actual jump will, of  course, depend upon the strength of  
each component a t  the time. 
As  mentioned. less care was taken with the calibration of  the intermediate data. Fo r  the rec- 
ord. Table 5 shows which calil~rations were used for that data. 
ACY'ITK:$('Y 01:  SA'I'III.LI'I'1~ I'OSITION 
Introduction 
--
hlapsat was Ia~ulcIied into s 350 by 5 5 0  krll 11e;ir polar orhit, low enough for rt~asoniihle sensi- 
tivity to small scale crustal tnapneric variations, ytat liigli enough t o  provide a lifetime of over seven 
months. Tlie actual hlagsat lifeti~ne in terrns of a~togce and perigee heights is plotted in Figure 52.  
Thc orbital plane precesst'l! a t  a sm1 synchronous rate so as t o  remain nearly nor~nal It) the Earth- 
sun direc.tion. 
The position accuracy coal for Magsat was 60 m radially and 300 In horizontally, in order to  
suppress the magnetic field error title to position error below 1 nT [Lnngel, 19761. 
Simulations conductet1 prior to the Magsaf launch led to  tile conclusion that a network of at 
least 10 dedicated and well distril lted NASA S-band tracking stations would hc required t o  achieve 
the pro.ject urbital a c c ~ ~ r a c y   goal^ [Argentiero and Loveless, 19761. Sinctl the NASA S-band net- 
work was scheduled to he reduced from 1 0  t o  5  stations during the Magsat era and, furtliertnore, 
could not guarantee support on evrry pass, duc to cornlnit~nents to other missions, tlie project 
requested support from the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) TRANET network of Doppler track- 
ing stations. The request was granted and support was guaranteetf frorn as tr,..,ly of the DMA 
stations (nonlinally 1 2  - 14) as would be needed to achieve the goals. The Johns Hopkins Applied 
I'liysics Laboratory (APL), where the TRANET stations were originitlly developed, was funded by 
NASA to compute the definitive orbits and t o  providc position vectors once per minute thrcugl~out 
the mission in the Godd:irJ standard EPHEM fos~nat or1 "nagnetic tapes. 
E'pllcmeris Overlap Statistics 
Tlie APL generated Magsat eghetneris consists of  a chain of separately conlputcd overlapping 
short orbital arcs linked togetller at some point during the overlap period. Each orbital arc was long 
enough to  contain a sufficient number of well distributed tracking station passes to adequately de- 
fine the orhit, but short enough to  prevent position errors due to ullcertainties in the force rnodel 
(nlainly drag) from growing beyond the allowable limits. 
illtt*r\;~l. 'I'lle tlcvt coltunn is tilt* n l in i~nt l~n  tot;ll iiist;int'c~ (t~lctcss) clr t'ltrsest iil~lj~\Mcll crt ' tlltb ti! 
such that tllc ;tlrscVllt~tc \;1l11e o f  tllc r;ltii;ll .iif~retic.c is \vtxighteei t\vicc 111ti~.I1 ;is tllc horirnnt;~l 
ilift;*rt~licc. 'l'llt: ~u i r i i~nunl  rrf p3ra111i*tt~r M \\';IS C~IOSCII  fils t l l ~  cpl ir t i i~~l~is  tr;111sf;~ ptciilt fsir111 flitb 
first t o  tlltb sct.i>ati c~rl~it;il ;lrc in tilt* ovcbrlap intc~val.  since thi8 111;igtlctic fielli cllangtb tlutb to tilt‘ 
persitinn jump I~t~t\vcrtn orbits ; ~ t  this transfcr point is usu,llly Icss tll.111 ;it the point of ~.lc)st\st ,ip- 
prcr;~~*ll of tllc two trrlrits. 'I'llc. last ~*nlurnn is thc minutt' vthc*tor tr;lnsfcr tirlle ~~irrrcspirtldiul~ to tile 
valut8 of hi in tllc prt%vioiis c*rrlunln. 'I'l~rt astcrishs intiic:itc tllosc tint 's \vlii~'ll t~c'c'ltr tiltb follcr\i- 
I'r'l s t ru l~ l la r i r~  fllc..srt   ti it is ti^'^. tllta IiMS VYINCS of II ,  I . ;i11li (' fro111 1':llrlc (1 arc p l ~ t t ~ ~ l  i l l  
l:igusr¶s 53-1, 2 ,  3 for  t)itb Jtrr;ition of thrt tnissiotl. licrrt it 111.11 Irtt .secbn tlrut tllcsc mcilsurtas Lill 
~ i t h i t l  the prt4cc.t gn;lls of (10 111 riltiiall~ vnil 300  In hnri~ontal ly until tllc" 1;ist ~ \ V O  to  tlircc wceks 
of thtb rnihsiotl w l ~ t ~ ~ ~  thc t,vc.rl:~y> ~iiffprcnces incrcnscti iiuc t o  tiit' rapidly int.rt~;tsing iirilp ctfrt~*t.; ;is 
( 'on~p,isl\ot~ tvitll I~ i~i t lp t*~~i i t \n t  f:pllc1nitxsis 
-------------- -- 
:I\ ;in inllc~pencit*~~t cllech o n  the AI'I. Magsilt t*pi~ct~le.ri\ i\c*ciil*cicy tl~t* N:IS.I S-!lar~ci netwnrh 
pro\iiicli liCll\c tr;ic*kit~g \ilppclrt tcrr scveral day?; t ~ i 1 . t ~  pt*r ruonth iluring tlltb il~issioll. 'I'htx Ollc>r;i- 
tirlns Slippost ('or~~plltilig IIivision at (;trdJard ubtkil t l l t . ~ ~  iiiit;~ with [ilea (;,)iiil;~sii 'I'r;~it\ctorj-' 1 ) t ~  :I'-
n~in;itiol~ Systcm ( (XI IS )  t o  c o n l ~ u r t ~  inctepc~~dcnt 18 11ous ;lrt.s with (1 hour ovcrlal~s { I yuhonlirsky 
anti S n ~ i t l ~ ,  11)8 1 1 . 'I'llcw (3'1)s ;~res wcrc then c*o~npas,~J wit11 tlrc ;II'I, arcs for the sanle interval 
I);\- difl'c~~'en~*itig the N. Y. /, inertial podtion vt*ctors on the (;'I'I)S 1:I)IIl:hl tilptbs fsoni tl~c\se c r t l  the 
AI'I 1:I'IiFh.I taptls and con~putinp the pscviousI> ricfineli i I ,  I , <', I) mei~slues fro111 tllcbsc 1lift't.r- 
c~lc'es. I:igllrtss 5.4 tlirot~gll 57 ;ire plots allstriic'tt\tl li'oni 1 -y~~ l ro r~~ i r sky  ;~ lrl Slilitll [ 108 l 1 of tllta 
;ihsrlli~te values of  the ni ; i~ir~i l~ft l  MI.-(;?'I)S 11. I., C', I) ciifft~rcnc.cs for eacll 1 X Ilour (;'I'I)S arc. 
In E:igilrc~ 54. the u0solute values of tilt. mauinliirn radial i i i f t ; . ren~~s art* ncb;~rly a1w:iys witllit~ 
thc 00 111 psojCc*t goal. If only those ( X I I S  ;irt8s wit11 0 or  Inore p a s s t ~  (filled circles) are ct1nsidert.d. 
tlicn tIltsy ;ire always witllit~ h 0  111. 
In P'r:r!irt~ 55.  thc ;ll~\olute values of  tlie ~nasi tnum cross track rliffercancths are plo!tcii in the 
neg:itivca s c ~ ~ s e  twllcn tlie .4l'I, or l~ i t  is cast o f  tile (;'I'I)S ashit i ~ t  hc ascenrling slcldt* anri positivtx 
otlit~rwise, for reasons wllich shoulii IIO c.le:lr htxlow. ' I ' l ~ e s ~  riiffi~rcnces csllillit a strong systcm;ttic 
trcnii with ;I ~ I i ~ ~ o t i t i n u i t y  on Jatlu,iry I .  1'180. Tile systcbrnntic part of tllcsc dii'i'ere~nces was founri 
to Ire c:iuscd lly 3 difft>rt~t~t cc~t!sr:.ntion siioptcii in tlw APL tlnd (;'TIIS prtyriims for defining the 
inertial coontinate systern it1 tvllicll tile orbital arcs arc cornp:~tcd. Roth the IIMA 1)opplt.r nllt\vork 
iind the NASA S-l)a~lii netwotQ usc Ill'(' tirnc. for dnts t i n ~ e  tiie~. AI'I, ~ 1 1 0 s ~  the option ill their pro- 
griirn nf'alhc) con~pulinr! the (~rtlenwich Hour A ~ i g l ~  ((;IIA) in II'TC' titne rather tllatl in LIT1 time in 
11'1'1 illertial systcll~ u \ td  in (;'I'I)S. 'I'he rotation ,inglta I)et\\cet~ tlltl t\co s>s t tb~ns  c11;lngeii slowly 
~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~ l O l l ~  tilt' )till'. t O ~ r t l ~ ~ ~ O l l ~ ~ ~ l l ~  t o  s ~ O W  ~I i l l l&X ill tilt' tl'l'C'-l1'1'1 ~ i l l l l ~ ~ ,  illld ltli1dt1 ii ~lldiIt'11 
i un~ ;>  on  Jillluary 1, 1 OSO, c o r r t ~ s p r ) ~ l i  t o  the Itaap sCcc)ll~l i l  the IU"' tinle OII tiliit ii;lte. I:or 
\host ;~rc's. s11cI1 ;is  ere iised for h1;igs;it. ~ I I C  t3ross track iiisplact~mcnt of t l l ~  orbit tlutb to the cllangc 
in t l ~  l!'I'(' cnonlinatc systtbm relative t o  tlltl II'T'I system 1111ring the time span of tlie arc is 0111y 
ill)oitt olle 1 1 1 ~ t ~ r .  '1'11~1s. the II'I'C' il~ertiiil coorciil~;lte syste111 call he 11serl for tilt' orl3it cotnpiitatiolls. 
If onc  is collsistt*l~t i111tl ;ig;lill ~ t s t ~ s  II?'(' time wlltbn computing satellitt~ position (latitudia, longitude, 
lleigl~t) in tilt' I : i ~ r t l ~ - f i ~ ~ l i  o r  ~Otilting coc.rriliniite systeln, wl1icl1 is the systtxm used by thc Magsat 
Invcstigatc~rs, tlie rtlsults will Ijc the same as if t l ~ t  IJ'I'('-'CJTI t*orrections had lwen applitlil. A sc:ile 
\tiis ail~1t.d normal to thc systcl~l;ltic trell1l lint1 ill 1:igiire 55 10 indicate the ilniount of scatter whir-11 
1v1)11111 I~avt* 1)t.c.n o l~s twet l  if tlie AI'L and (;TIIS Magsilt positions lliili b t w  c*om~~arc~d in the I'arth- 
fikt.11 ~ys t c lu  rather thtltl in two slightly different inerti:tl systems. I'ractically ill1 of tllc scalter 
wo~tlci have been col~tained with it^ the two ciashtad 1illc.s ilt + 50111. 
'I'al1le 7 from I ,yub~mirsky  ;inti Smith [ 108 11 sllows llow tllc II. ('. I,. I) i~~easu re s  ;ISC lie- 
crt~ast.tl for :in i ~ r c  011 J;lnutlry h,  1080 w l ~ e n  tlw si1111e LIT(' defiiled inertial systems arts used. 'I'he 
('-value is priniarily iiffccteii, hut the L-value is also tiet.reased due t o  its cast-west component. The  
same liecrease in thc f I ,  (', L, D measures for that date would he ohservttd if positions haJ  hccn 
~ o m p i ~ r e i i  it1 the lliirtll-fixed system, regarilless of wlliel~ inertial sys te~ns  were used. 
I11 I;igure 50. tlic L-vslutas artt within the project goal of  300m for all thC best CYTIIS arcs (fillt~rl 
circles). in spite of the larger values due t o  ttlc different i~iertial syste111s iise(i in the C O I I I ~ ~ S ~ S ~ I I S .  
In  I:iglire 57. tlie 1)-value,; occ.iision;illy excc.cll tllc pro.it.~bt goal of 300 nn f;i)r 11osi~ontul c'rror. 
hut proh;ll)ly woulil  not c*uceerl 300 111 it' the rarliiil (11) v;ilucs 1vc1.c re~tnoveil, anti if tlie cross track 
( ( ' 1  differcnces were computeti in the Iliirtli-fixed systcnn or  in f l i t  sii11ne i1lerti;il S ~ ~ ~ C I I I .  
In  sunnrnary, the coru~~arisons of tlie AI'I, Maps t  eplienneris obtained using TKANI:T I)oppler 
tiat3 with tlie independent Mnpsat epiierneris arcs compiit.~i at  (;otitliird using tlne (;TIIS progrilnl 
;tnJ S-hand data indicate t1n;it the project position accuracy goals were ;net. 
A('C'UIIACIY OF TIMI: 1)ETIiRMINXTION 
Ability to  assign the correct tinre t o  a data point is just as important ah assigning the correct 
position. We hclievc the accuracy of tlne tinnc for the MAGSAT data is ahout t- 1 ms. The key to 
achieving the accuracy is the existence of a very stable clock (oscillator) onbvard the spacecraft. 
The MAGSAT clock was stahle t o  one part in 1011 /hr. (Mobley et al., 1980). Ti.) assign UTC to  
the data the followilng procedure is use(! Pcriodic real time passes (several per day) are scheduled 
during which the spacecraft clock realinps are transmitted via telemetry t o  tlne proutnd stations 
;inti, after correcting for  tml~srnission times. connpared with tlne groutid station clocks. which are 
synchronized with UTC. This provides a one-fol--one assigrnment of UTC to spacecraft ciock for 
the period of the real tirne data. Data fr(ri11 such real-time passes was collected for  each clay 
(approximately 6 passes per day) plus one pass each %om tlne preceeding and following days. A 
least squares linear tit was then nlade t o  each day's data t o  determine the f~inclional relation- 
ship between UTC and the spacecraft clock. 
As an internal check tlie lirnear fit cgefficients were collected and comparisons made of  the 
U'TC computed from adjacent fits for the sarne clock reading. Table 8 summarizes these results. 
The table gives the start and end clock readings for each fit and the coefficient values for the fit. 
The colunnn labeled overlap is the dif;c.rence between tlne applicable start time of  the later fit and 
the end ti~nne of tlne earlier fit. If positive, the data for the two fits is ~non-overlapping and this 
column gives the length of tllc gap; if negative. the data for  the two fits overlaps 1)y the indicated 
alnount. 'I'lie c.olutnns Inheled ('Ohll' ('1oc.k and ( O?vlI' I'inle give the selected i.loi*h \,ilur> st mllic.h 
the ccompari\on calculut io~~ wa j  made and tht* II'I'C' c o ~ ~ i p u t t ~ d  fro111 t11c l i i t ~ r  fit. Of 111o4t iiui+ol- 
tancc is thrb colu11111 laheled ''OI<I.TA 'I"' whic.11 s11ows the (iis;l .clr~~~n~ent tret?: n the two 11to- \ V i a  
note tllc following: 
1. 'The procedurt. hati to  be "reset" w1leli passing from 1079 t o  1 O X 0  11cc:tus~ of' the leap 
s2cond. 
2. "Glitdles" occur at  fit 107 and 188 when the spacecraft lost power and the clock wah 
reset. 
3.  Most of  the differences are less than 0.5 ms. In  only 7 ir~stanccs are the tlifferenccs greater 
than 1 ms  a11A in five of these there was a substantial gap between the fits. 
Whilra not  a proof of  absolute tirne accuracy, this indicates that the internal consistency of the times 
associated with the data is generally better than 1 111s. The accuracj is achieved through the act-u- 
racy o f  the ground station atotnic clocks, which are syr -mized with UTC t o  about k 10 ttlicso- 
seconds by means of LORAN-C and periodic checks WI,  x tab le  atomic clocks, and by the 
accuracy of calculating transmission tirlles from the satellite t o  the receiving station. We estimate 
an overall accuracy of about 1-2 nls. 
DATA AVAILABILITY, FORMATS. AND QUIRKS 
Data Availability on  Chronick Tapes 
The  inputs t o  the Magsat Data Processing System (MDPS) at  Goddard are the scalar and vector 
magnetometer data,  the intermediate and fine attitude data, and the orbit data. The flow of these 
data t o  and through the MDPS is outlined in the Magsat Data Management Plan [Langel and 
Bcrbert, 19791. 
T h e  detailed processing in the MDI'S and outputs from the MDPS are described in the Mag- 
sat Data Processing System Specifications by Berman et  al. (1 980). The basic data base produced 
is o n  tapes designated chronicle tapes. There are three types of  chronicle tapes, all of which con- 
tain orbit data, scalar magnetometer (SMAG) data, and vector magnetometer (VMAG) data. The 
( IIItONSC' tripes cont:rtrl VMA(; data in raw coarbc and fine count for111 and are give11 in the in- 
j t r ~ ~ m e n t  cooriiin;itt! systcti~ as recorded on the satellite; the (?1K0NINrT tapes contain VMA(; 
i1;ita co~iv~r te i l  to ga111111;is ;iniI tr::nsfi)r~tteci t o  tliv North, Eabt. Vertical (NEV) coordinate syste~n 
tidm. : intt~rmciiiate quality (normally 20 arc min) attitude tiata: ant1 tlie C'IIKONFIN tapes 
contain the siillle VMAC; data as tlie CIIIIONIN'T tapes, hut tra~is,torn~ed to the NIiV coordinate 
system 1r5inlr; thc fine (nominally 20 arc sec) attitude i1at1lh whenevcr :ivcilahle, anti the intermediate 
attitude data. suit;tt,ly flagged. if fine attitude data are ncrt aval1;ihIt.. 
1:igure tlci gives line plots of the iiv~ilability ol'VMAG data proccssetf with imltennediate at- 
titutfr data on  the CI-IKONINT tapes. Similar plots for fbe C'HllOiVFIN (ant1 Investigator-B) 
tapcs are shown in Figure 59). Each output tap€ normd~ly contains 8 days of Magsat data, except 
for the first and last tapes wliicli have less. 
The CIIRONSC' a!ld CIIRONINT tapes were made available earlier than the CHRONFIN 
tapes. since the intermediate attitude data were available long hefore tlie fine attitude data. Table 
9 gives the data time span contained in each CHRONSC and CHRONINT tape. the dates these 
tapes wcre released from the MDPS for delivery to  tlie National Space Science Data Center 
(NSSDC), and the dates these tapes were released by the NSSDC after shipment t o  the investiga- 
tors. Table 10 gives similar infonnztion for tile CHRONFIN tapes. 
Investigator-B (INV-R) Tapes 
Tlie basic data set for MAGSAT is contained on chronicle tapes. Thew tapes include all 
~neasured data and. in separate records, ephemeris infornlation. Because the data rates are 8 
samples/second for tile cesium vapor magnetometer and 16 samples/second for the vector magne- 
tometer. chronicle tapes contain only eight days of data each. M ~ n y  investigations do not require 
such a high rate of sampling and, also, it is often desirable to merge ephemeris data with the magnetic 
field tiata. In addition, some investigations are expedited by the inclusion of auxiliary information. 
The Investigator-B tape is designed to meet some of these needs. On iC, the data is organized by 
orhi; o r  11:w ~lu~ i ihe l  ;111d is cit.cil~l;lt~ri tc) ; ~ j l ~ \ r ~ ) . i i l l l ; ~ t ~ l ~  orle poillt cvery 5 seconds. Iior convcn- 
ience, t l ~ c  stiirt of  a lIii\$ i ,  clcfint1ti ;I$ tliv point ; ~ t  uhic.11 thrb satCllitt1 t'hanges from sout11-goitlg t o  
north-polng, i.e. tlitl soutlienimost point. 1':iss ~ i l u ~ ~ I > e r s  are assipnett c o t ~ s e ~ ~ u t i v ~ l y  Iwginning wit11 
% the first av~~il:~hle dnt;1 011 Novcml~cr 2. 
( ' l~ ron ic l~  and Investigator-B 'Tcbt and I'rodi~c-tion I'ilpes 
---- 
I'rior t o  sellding the protiuction tapes described in Tal~lcs  0 and 10, several test tapes were 
seni. 'I'llc first C7IIR0NS(' and ('IIKONIN'I' test tilpes were sent on  ahout 1)ecelnlvr 10, 1070. 
'I'lley cont:~incd h hours of data from Novenl1jt.r 4, 1970 and ussd sin!ulated nttitutie data. 'The 
sccond C'IIRONSC' and ('IIKONIN'T test tapes were seni on ahout M;irch 14, 1080. Tllese contain- 
ed 2 days of data from Novemljer 2 and 3. 1070 with real attitutle data. T l ~ e  first test tapes con- 
tained some known prohlems which wcre then corrected in t11c second test tapes, as described i11 
the notes datcd 1)ecember 10, 1070 wilh the first tcst tapes a n d  in the mcmo t o  the Magsat Data 
IJsers dated Marc11 14, 1980 wit11 the second tcst tapes. 
The first three production C'HRONSC and CHRONIN'T tapes wcre sent in May 1080, accom- 
pnnietl by a memo to  the Magsat Data Users drited hlay 7, lc180. This memo stated that the only 
significant change in tlie production processing compared t o  the second tcst tapes was t o  subtract 
the duration d o n e  telenletry minor frame (401.54 111s) fro111 all tlie n~agneton~eter  data time tags in 
the production tapes. This memo also included brief descriptions of' the XYZ, SC, ABC, ant1 NEV 
1 coordinate systen~s, the magneto~neter data time tags and time offset between VMAG readings A, B, 
iK. 
311d C' and between VMAG and SMAC;, the dip01  ordinate system. geomagnetic local time. and 
dip latitude. 
The first CIIRONFIN test tape contained 3 days of  data (November 4, 5, and 6 ,  1979) and was 
seni t o  the users about Septenlller 1 1 ,  1980. The second CHRONFIN test tape contained S days of  
data (November 3 - 10, 1979) and was sent on ahout Novemher 25, 1080. 'The first four 
CIIKONFIN production tapes. including data for all of November 1979, were sl~ipped out  in 
I:elultary 1 O X  1 . A memo t o  the Mugsit t I~ivelstig,it o n  c1a ttbd I:ehrilary 25. I 1)hl l itc~'otnl~;tnieii t!li\ 
first ('IIKONI:IN l>roductiotl shipr?::wt. 'I'lii\ 111~~1110 do~-l~nlt*tited sonle processing cll,iopcs wllicli 
occurred tluring the processing of  the Novernbcr 1070 data. It  wits intentled that,  whenevtlr f i~rc 
attitude (latit were not  av;lilable, i~i tern~ediate attitudc data, \,iitahly fl;~gged, \hould Iw 11\e(ii. ::incc' 
this procedure was not  irnplenlentc~i until after 5 days of dat:i wtBre processetl (Novetnher 4, 10. 17. 
18, and 20, 1070). these 5 days do  not  contain intermediate attitude data. Sevrhral editing proce- 
dures ant! criteria were also changed during this period, as dcscribed in the menlo. The memo also 
identifieti 6 data dates and tirnes when tilnc I)ac-kups, eat.11 affecting ch r  data record, Ilsd occ~lrrcd 
o11 tlie ('HKONINT tapes. Tliese 6 I~ack~ ips  were on 1 1 / 16/7(1, 2 on 1 / 1 1 180, 2/ 15/80. 5!0 1/80. 
and 5/23/80. A computer program was inc l~~i led  for d c l ~ t i o n  of thcsc hackups if desired. 
The  INV-B data processing and output  tapes are described by C'oonti [lc180] and ill 110tes 
prepared by Dr. L.anpel titled "Magsat Investigator-R T;!r,t's," dated March 25, 108 1. The  f i ~  4 i  
INV-B test tape contained 2 days of  data (November 4 and 5, 1070) and was sen; about October 
22, 1980. 'I'hc second INV-B test tape cotltained 8 days of  data (November 4, 1 7 ,  1 a, and 20-24, 
1979) and was sent about Ilecernber 16, 1980. A third INV-B test tape coiltaified 50 days of data 
(Novernher 2, 1970 through December 2 1, 1973) and Wiis  sent on about April 2, I98  1.  'This latest 
INV-£3 test tape was accompanied by Dr. Langel's March 2 5 .  198 1 notes and by a memo to  the 
Magsat Invt3stigators from the Data Manager dated April 2,  198 1, which outlined 12  types of errors 
known to  1)e still included in this tape. Anot l~er  type of error in this tape. discovered after tlie 
memo was written, involves the SMAG data tirne tags. These time tags are incorrcci irumcdiately 
following every gap or overlap in tke SMAG data. 
Tlie first proiluction INV-B tape was sent out  in lattl June. 198 1. I t  contained data from 
November 3, 1979 through January 18. 1'180. There wprc somt  ret~lailling proble~ns in the pro- 
gram generatirlg thtase tapes. but the tape is, nevertheless, suitable for analysis purposes. Users 
sho~lld be aware ot' the following fir this tape oii[v: 
1 .  '1'11~ tiqlil ~.c)lir:iin\ not only f'lntl attitt,~lc datii htit also intCr~1~cdi;itt* ;!ttitutle (iiit;t wliicli 
is idetitifi,il~li~ by ;in at t i talc flag of' 0000. 
3. O n  tlie fir\t record of some orllits (al>out ollc out of fittiten) iin isolatetl spurious point 
tssi\ts. 
'I'he t'irii~l prvdliction IN\--R tapes westh scnt to NSSIX' c;irly ill Scptckml~er 1 OX 1. 'Thcy contain 
data fro111 January 10 ,  1 OH0 thlqougli March 2 0 .  1980 arid from March 2'1, 1080 througli May 10, 
1980. IJscrs shouiti note tlliit these tapzs contain r l r ~  intermediate attitulle data and a140 that n 
slig!it forliiat cliar~gc trccurrctl Fctwcen tlicsc ;iad tilts first production tape (tfescrilwd in the next 
section on  output r:,it:i formats). 
INV-H tvpcs with data only f'rom relatively quict magnetic periods are also availabl~. 'Phesc 
data arc selected fro111 periods whcre K p  < 2 +. Figure 60  shows tlie time periods of tlie ~ivvailablc 
data at: 1 ?'able 1 1 lists them, 
Although tlie fine attitude data ceased on May 19. data were ot.rtained from tlie vector mag- 
netometei tlirougli June 1 1. June 10 and 1 I posed special problerns because the data is sparse and 
bccausc the spacecraft clock was repeatctfly being reset. A significant amount of data from June 10 
was recovered and made available to  tlie NSSDC', but nonc from June I 1. Scalar values fro111 May 20 
through June 10 may be obtained from the vector magnetometer. 
Output Data Formats 
-- 
1 lie following pages describe output data tape fonnats for the chronicle tapes (CIIRONSC, 
CHRQNIN r, and CIIRONFIN), define tlie fine attitude data processing flags, describe the formats 
for the condellbeti orbit (CORB) and rondensetl osSit/attitude (COA) output tapes. and describe 
the Mngsat "Investigator-B" taycs. The descriptions of the chronicle tape formats, attitude flags, 
and COKB and C'OA tape formats are taken from Bennan e t  al. (1080), which was distributed at 
the 1)ccember 1980 Principal Investigator Meeting at Gaddard and also mailed to  all the irivesti- 
gators. The descriptions of tlie INV-B tapes are taken from Dr. Langel's March 25, 198 1 notes, 
whidi accompanied the latest INV-B test tape, as mrntioned above. 
Ntrv. 1 ,  1070 
1)tbC. I . 1 7 0  
J ; I I ~ .  I ,  1 [)SO 
1:cIj. I , 1080 
~ i l r .  1. ! '3;10 
.+111r, 1. I OSO 
May 1 . 1 OSO 
June 1. I O H O  
('llronicle I'apc. I :o r~ i~s t  
('Iiron~clc tiilres are gt~nerattb*i o n  tlitl IHI11 .;OOJO I at (;SI:('. I 1ic IX'13 for t l i i \  "-triittk, 0250-  
rtbcords arc ~ncl.pell in tirni3 orllcr u n  this tape: olic orllit ;1111i olltB SC;II:IS 1lilt;i rt.cclrd, three tcc tor  
( in  units of  Fanlmas. NIIV c.oonIinatcs), ;ulJ one cor r t~spon~l i~ i~ :  record li3r attitulle* qtiality. 
:In orhit tlat;l rtlccrnl prccctlc~s a grotijl of' sc;il;~r, vec*tor, ;11111 ; i l t i t~~dc  i1li;llity ~ l ;~f ; l  ret'ords 
wliiCl1 lic witl:i~i thtb o r l~ i t  i n ~ c  illtc1,val r 1 .?X nlitl~itcs). Scaliir :inil vector tlata re~c~orils arc i l l ~ ( 1  
tinie or~lc8relI. r 1  scalar iiat:~ ri*corrl is li)lloi*:crl 11y a bet of  vccstor ~~ol t i l )on l~nt  il;ita rcc*c~rtls if riich 
is iivailal~le within tlre tinit span of  the orhit rccortf. .I c l ~ r o n i ~ l c  1;ipc 11i3y c o ~ l t a i ~ l  vector L*OI I~ -  
ponct~ t rttc.oril~: in citlit.1. o r  l>otli coortlin:itc systctns. Vector cornl>oncnt rcconls in N I T  coor- 
dinates g e ~ i ~ r a t c l l  from firx attitutlc iiata will he imnieiiiatel> foIlowi.il Iry an  ,ittitudc rluality 
record wlii~.l1 will desCrihc the acclifi1c.y of the at tituJc ii;~t:i used i r r  transforming t l ~ c  vtactc:r conl- 
'I'Iie orhit data record fornlat is as 1;)IIo~s:  
1):itii type - 0, irliiiciiting sattbllitc position diitii 
1):it;i type o f  11ex t rtst.ord (on  invibstigator copy only) 
Spare 
MJI) of first ollservation 
Milliseconds of clay for first obse i~at ion  (ms) 
Kt\fertli~ce time of coordinate system (elloch) for (;IIrl. 
(MJI) at oilo"l as Ii'I'('l 
20 (;reenwicl~ Ilour allglts at t1pocIt (radia,..;) 
24 X inertial cvordinate (kin, 128 values) 
5.30 Y inertial coordinate (km, 128 valuesi 
1048 7 inertial coordiiaate (kin, 128 vi~lucsi 
1560 Irlvnriant Iatitii~1e (degrees, 128 vtiliies) 
2072 (;eomagnetic time (hours. i 28 values) 
2584 I l i ~  latitinde (degrees. 128 values) 
'I'llc. ('IIKONI('LI' scalar data recortl for1i:at is its follows: 
I)isplacernent 
(bytes) Parameter 
0 Data type = 1. indicating scalar observatir~ns 
1 Ilata type o f  next record (011 invcstigntor copy only) 
1 





b = 1 ,  clcctro~lic flip on 
c = 1. x-coil on 
e = 1. z-coil on 
E'ararneter 
-- 
11151) of i'ir5t oll\er\:ition 
Milli\econds of \lay of first observation (ms) 
Time increment hthtwcen o b ~ e r v i ~ t i o ~ i  (ms) K*4 
' ' 1  inie of'fset (111s - correctiol~ to  ~nrasuremt'nt time) K*4 
Spnre I*4 
Scalar observations (gammas - S 12 values) K*3 
Sp;trt: I*4 
The  vector dikta (scnror platform coordir1att.s) CHRONICLE record format is as follows: 
I?isplacernent 
(bytes) I'aranlctcr Type -
0 Data type = 1, 3, 4, iilrlic;ltirig vector a. I>, or  c L* I 
ohserv:itions, respectively 
Data type of next record (on investigator copy only) L* 1 
Sj,actlcraft status ( five-tf igit integer - abcde) I*? 
a = 1, calibration on 
1> = a 1  , electronic flip on 
c = 1, x-coil on 
d = 1, y-coil on 
e = I ,  z-coil on 
MJD of first observation 
Milliseconds of day of first observation (ms) 
Tirne incrernerit between observations (ms) 
Time offset (ms - correction to measurement time) 
Spares 
Fine counts (1024 values, pad = 9009) 
1)isplacement 
(bytes) Parrirne ter 
2072 Coarse courlts ( 1024 values, pad = 255) 
3006 Spare 
The vector data (NFV coordinates) CEJRONIC'LE record format is 3s follows: 
Displacement 
(bytes) Parameter 
Data type: = 5, 6.7, indicating vector x, y, or z 
(i.e., NEV) observations, respectively, generated from 
intermediate attitude data;= 8 ,9 ,  10, for data 
generated from fine attitude data 
1 Data type of next record 
Spacecraft status (see above) 
4 MJD of first observation 
8 Milliseconds of day of first observation (111s) 
12  Time increment between observations (~ns)  
16 l ~ i m e  offset (ms - correction to  measurement time) 
2 0 Spare 
Vector componerlt observations (gzmmas; 1024 values, 
pad = 99999.0) 
4120 Spare 
The attitude quality CHRONICLE record format is as follows: 
Displacement 
(bytes) Parameter 
0 Data type = 16, indicating attitude quality data 
1 Data type of next record (on investigator copy on'ly) 
Spare 
MJD of first observation 




r .. I lrne increrncnt between observations (ms) 
7 .  .. 
- I lme offset (ms - correctiori to  measurement time) 
Spare 
Attitude processing flags, 250 values, synchronized 
with every fourth vector observation starting with 
first observation of vector recorti; see next page for 
flag definition. For an explanation of characters "b" 
ant1 "d" see the text of "Attitude Data" section 
 he "time offset" for scalar and vector records represents the amount of tirne sitbtracted from the 
scalar magnetometer time-tags so as to adjust these to  be identical to the neaily si~nultaneous vector 
~nagnetometer time-tags. Adding the value of the time offset t o  th:: scalar magnetometer time-tags 
would reproduce [he time-tags as they appear after the "relative time" corrections. The observation 
times for the scalar magnetometer actually occur 0.8 Ins after those for the vector magnetometer. 
The time offset values for the scalar magnetometer of 0, +1, or +2 Ins represent tlic 0.8 ms true 
offset. I:i addition. for both scalar ant1 vector, the time tlffset represents fluctuations due t o  round- 
off to the rlearest millisecond in the IPD-provided times ,ind to  other fictors. 
 or the attitude qu:llity records, the time offset rep >.sents the amount subtracted from attitude 
processirip flag time-tags in order t o  make vector and attitude quality record time (byte 8) identical. 
I:int' r j t t i t ~ h  l h t a  
I't'ocehsing I:I;lg Ilcfil~ition 
---.----------- ---. 




,I Slnnotl~ing ~ ~ l ~ a r a c t c r  (level of snlootl~ing of final i l t t i t ~ ~ d ~ ) :  
= 0 .  tlo hmoi)tlling 
= 1 , linear snloo thing 
l<ehidu;~l cI1r1ri1c.tt.r: 
= 0 ,  all resilluals witliili h o ~ u ~ t l a r i ~ s  
- I ,  C)III;S'S~ resid~lal :lnd S('1 ;~cceptat.rlc. S('2 bar1 
= 2 .  Qlf1:S'I" rcsidual i ~ ~ c t ~ p t a l ~ l c ,  S('1 h;1d, S('2 acceptable 
= 3. C)liI;Sl rt.~siiiu:~l acCt\ptable, S('1 and S('2 had 
= 4. C)UIiS'I' resiti\1;11 hall. SC1 ;lnJ S('2 :tcceptal>lc 
= 5 ,  QIlI:SrI' rt~siliu:~l l);lii, S(' 1 ; ~ c c ~ p t ; ~ l > i t ~ ,  S('2 1);11i 
- (1, CIIW'S'I' rcsiiiual ilnd 3 ' 1  I>;ltl, S('2 acceptal>ltb 
= 7, QI11:SpY resi i i~~~il ,  S('1 ;111il S('2 I I ; I ~  
( ; y o  and ATS cllaracter: 
- 0, ohscrvetl gyro point, ohservt'li A'I'S paint 
=- I .  obscmetl gyro point, intc-rpolatt~d Al'S point 
; 2, 01 l sc1~~d  ~ y s o  point, ilCf';lillt A'I'S vali~c 
= 2 .  interpolated gyro J ;~ t a .  ohsewell XI'S pclint 
= 4, i~~tt.rl>i>li~ttlil gyro data. interpolated A'TS point 
= 5 ,  interl:olated gyro 1i:tta. dcf:~ult A'TS vnlut' 
= 0 ,  gyro J;tt;~ poi11t invaliti, ol~scmeli A'I'S pomt 
= 7 ,  gyro i l i~ t ;~  poillt i~~vali l l ,  i ~ t ~ ~ s p o l a t e ~ l  A'I'S poirlt 




Attitude co~nputat ion character (~iietliod of final attitucie computa- 
tion): 
= 0, with QUEST, using tliree vectors 
= 1, witli QUEST, using S('1 atltf SC2 
= 2, wit11 QIIES'T, using SCI and 12SS 
= 3,  with QUEST, using S('2 and I:SS 
= 4, using SCl  and hyro 
= 5, using SC2 and gyro 
= 6 ,  using FSS and gyro 
= 7, not computed 
Pattern matching character: 
= 0, SC1 and SC2 valid, identified 
= 1, SCI valid, identified; SC2 valid, not  identified 
= 3, SC'I valid, identified ; SC2 not  valid 
= 3 ,  SCI valid, not identified; SC2 valid, identified 
= 3, SCI valid. not identified; SC2 valid. not identified 
= 5, SC1 valid. not identified; SC2 not  valid 
= 0 ,  SC 1 not valid; SC2 valid, identified 
= 7, SCl not  valid: SC2 valid, not  identified 
= 8, SCl not  valid, SC2 not valid 
QUEST refers t o  the attitude determination least-squares program 
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Values 0, 1, 2 ,  and 3 intlicate that the attitude solution residual is less 
than or equal to  20". 
Values 4, 5, 6, and 7 indicate that the attitude solution residual is 
greater than 20". 
Conl~nents on SC1 and SC2 (page 27) have no meaning. 'I'llis flag will 
always be 7 when a motion model solution is obtained. In that case it 
has no meaning. 
Definition of terlns 
Observed - A measuren~ent was obtained and the measured value was 
used in the computations. 
Interpolated - Either a measurement was obtained and the measuretl 
value was deemed unacceptable or  no measurement was 
obtained. Consequently a linear interpolated vahe was 
supplied and used in the computations. 
Default - Same as Interpolated except a predetermined default value 
was supplied and used in the con~putations. 
Invalid - The data was deemed invalid if 
The telemetry was bad 
the measured value deviated substantially from the 
mean of the surrounding data. 
QUEST is the name of the subroutine in which the attitude was com- 
puted based on information from at least two of the three sensors (SC 1, 
SC2, FSS). An alternate solution method deter~nined attitudes by prop- 
agating previous attitudes based on infornlation about the motion of the 
spacecraft (motion model). A QUEST solution was preferable to  thr 
motion model. Information for the motion model consisted of a combi- 
nation of SC 1, SC2 or FSS data plus gyro data with the following priority: 
FSS + gyro highest 
SCl + gyro 
SC2 .+ gyro lowest 
No attitude was computed if either 
no data from SC1, SC2 and FSS existed 
or no attitude from the previous half n~ inor  frame was 
available. 
Condensed - - ------ Orbit and -- Condensed -- - OrhitIAttitude - -  Tape - -  Format - 
This second defines the record formats for tllt8 condenst~i orbit and condensed orbitlattitude 
tapes. The condensed orbit tape is a 9-track, 6250-bpi tape with the fallowing attributes: 
RECFM = FB, LRECL = 3006, BLKSIZE = 15480, DEN = 4. It is made up of orbit records only. 
The condensed orbitlattitude tape is a 9-track, 6250-bpi tape with tlie following attributes: 
RECFM = VBS, LRECL = 3388, BLKSIZE = 16944. DEN = 4. 
Record formats are as follows: 
@ap-T RECORD: 
Parameter 
0 Z e ~ o  fill 
4 Modified Julian Day of first data value 
8 ~i l l i seconds  of day of first data value 
12 Time increment between observations 
16 Reference time of coordinate system 
(epoch) for GHA 
20 Greenwicli hour angle (GHA) at epoch 
24 Position vector X 
( 1 28 values) 
536 Position vector Y 
( 1 28 values) 
1048 Position vector Z 
( 1 28 values) 
1560 Invariant latitude 
( 1 28 values) 
2072 Geomagnetic time 
( 1 28 values) 
25 84 Dip latitude 




























0 Attitude quality indicator 
= 1, itltcrmediate 
= 2 ,  t'inc 
= 3 ,  quicklook 
4 Modified Julian l'hy of fjrst observation 
8 Milliseconds of day of first observatiol~ 
12 T;,ne increment iietwcen observations 
16 Date data was proccsszd and number of 
times reprocessed 
20 Number of sets of quaternions in the data 
record 
I24 First component of quaternion that trans- 
forms f ron~  sensor platform (A,, B,, C,) 
coordinates to celestial true-of-date geocen- 
tric coordinates (CC) at start tirne (240 
values) 
I984 Second component of the quaternion de- 
fined above ('240 values) 
1944 Third component of the quaternion de- 
fined above (240 values) 
2904 Attitude quality flags 
(240 values; see page 27) 
I*4 MJI) 
I *4 Milliseconds 
R "4 Milliseconds 
1*4 YYDDDIIIINN 
In order to maintain fourth quatemion precision for fin? s t t i t ~ d e  data (byte 0 = 2), all four 
cornponents of a quaternion set are packed in 12-byte fields. The 12-byte field is defined by 
concatenating those bytc:s designated for the three componznts for a given quaternion set, (e.g., 
the first set is packed in bytes 24,984, and 1944; the second set in bytes 28, 988, and 1948). 
Investigator-13 'I'ape I:or~nats 
'I'l~e tiatit f'rom eacli pas.; (orbit) is presented in two types of sccords, header rcco~zlr ;rnd clata 
r c c o r d ~ .  1:;ach pa$, 113s OIIC lieiidt~r secortl wit11 that infornlation rcquircd only on~*c  per pas\. Iliitn 
records M I I I  L>;LCII c o ~ ~ t i ~ i n  3O d i ~ t ; ~  points, : ~ t  approxin~atcly S-second intcSrval\. or  ahout 2.5 ~llinutes 
of data. 
'I'htb a~ tual data spacing on  the INV-R tape is tlcter~nint~d by selecting clicry 40th scal;~r point 
and cvcry 8Utl1 vector point from the correspo~lding cl~rotlicle tapes. Wit11 this f'ormnt a single 
INV-B tiil>c is cnpablc of containing about 80 days ot data. 
1Ie;idt.r Record 
Each header record will contain the following inforn~ation. (The actual format is includtd in 
the t'c>llowing pages): 
1 .  A flag (ITYPEX) designating that this is a lleader record. 
2, A flag (N'TYPIIX) indicatiag thC type of the succeeding record. 
3. '1'111. modif'icti Julian (lay for the start of thc pass. This is the day on which the ;tctual pass 
kegins, i.e. \i t ~ c n  the satellite turns northwarti. This is true even if the data at  that tirxe is 
missing. 01lc in~plic;ftion i:; that the ~r~illiseconds of day in item o inay be for the next day. 
4. The pass number. 
5. An estirnatc of the ex ten~a l  field d ~ l e  t o  the ring-current and other magnetospheric cur- 
rents and the associated intiuced field (ASC'X and IISCX). This is derived t ' ro~t~ the st.c2lar 
~,uEuc of the vector data as follows: 
a) Derive AB = B measured-B computed for all data within +-IS0 of the equator. B corn- 
puted is taken fro111 the spherical harmonic analysis whose coefficients art: i~~cludet l  
on  the tapc. 
b) Assume that for each l ~ a l i  orbit AJ3 is tlltl perturbation due to  a potential function of 
the form 
V :, [(r:';i) 1. -t. (a:rj2 I ]  cos 0 
wlit.re :i =: 037 1.2 ktii ( t n r w  cx;irtli radius) 
r - radial di~tiitl~tx o (1;tt;i point 
0 - 00" - - A  
X = the IlII' latitiidta 
then A ~ I  - -VV 
-+ .+ 
and AB = I B computed +A% i --- I I3 computed j 
From these equations IS and I a l p  found by a lion-liric:ir least s(Juiire procedure. 'I'ht. 
tcr111 in ( I ) in "E" represents the extt~rnal field wllile the term in "I" represents the 
intiuced field. "B" anti "I" ;ire c~11111)tited C ; I C I ~  half-orbit and slloulci be asso~iateti  
with the time ;1nd positicvtl of' the :1sccndi11g ;111(1 desctbnding nodes. 
6 .  A series of parameters at tlie ascetirlinp :ind descentling nodes (equator  crossing^): 
- the milliseconds of day 
-- the locill tirllc 
the lollgitude 
the nlap,letic Kp index 
the t>quatorial tiisturbance coefficients as supplicd tly 1)s. M. Sugiura a t  C;SI"(' (i.c. 
Ilst and US). 
7. The pnra~neters o f  the spherical liarnmonic modt.1 uwd  in tlie relevant calculations for 
this particular data. 'The niodels used will always be tcferrcd to  ,I sliht>rical (as  opposed 
to geodetic) coordinate systcnl and will altvdys be Scllrnidt nornlalizrd. The parameters 
included are: 
a) a comment field describing the model 
h) the degreelorder of the constant terms 
e) the degrt%e/order of the first derivation terms 
(1) a flag indicating the presence or  absence of  extcrii;~; ,t>*rns 
t?) the epoch of the nnodcl 
f') tlic niean earth ra~lius tistbd in the inodtXl derivatita~! 
g) tlit. model coefficients 
'I'hc p:tramctcrs are consistent with the program I:I)(; designed to compute the fielil vulues 
at any location. I:l)(; is avriilahle from tlie National Space Scieticc Data C'etlter a t  (;SIX'. 
Data Kecords 
In addition to the data itself, each data record contains a flag (ITYI'EB) i~idicati~ig that this 
is a data record, a flag (NTYPEB) indicating the typc of the next successive record, tlie modified 
Juliati day and milliseconds of day of tlie first data poi11 t, the pass ncmber and tlie tinie interval 
between data points. 
Tlic actual me:isured data is merged with auxilliary infomiation so that each data point in- 
cludes: 
a) tlie geocentric position in latitude, longitude and radias 
b) the associated ~nagnetic local t i~ne.  invariant latitude and dip latitude 
c) the measured da+a 
d)  the average of the data for the k40 data points around the actual measured point 
c )  the standard deviations of those averages (production tape #I)  or the slope and standard 
errors of a linear fit to  these 80 points (tapes #2 and #3) 
f3 the prei1ictt.d field from the spherical harmonic analysis included in the header record 
Note: T o  conserve cornputation time tlie values on the tape are interpolated as follows: 
three VBIUPS of tlie nieasurcd field spaced ten seconds apart are calculated. For 
tinies between these three, a cul)ic interpolation is used. The values interpolated 
are within 10nT of tile actulil model. 
g)  tlie attitude quality flag 
1)t.scription of  INV-R IIe;~der Iiccord Var1;111les 




IfI'YI)I: X 0 1*4 A i f ~ g  wliich will be ecluiil to  1 to  dcsi!!- 
iliitc this as a heiid~r ccortl. 
N'I'Y I'IIX 4 I*4 A flag which will 11e equal to 1 if the suc- 
ceeding recorti is ii header record ;in.l eq- 
~ i a l  to 2 if the ncxt record is a data record. 
The modified Julian day :it tlic sttirt of 
the pass. 
IPASSX 12 I*4 Pass (orbit) ~lurnhcr. Pass numbers will he 
assigtietl consecutively beginning from the 
first partial orhit which will be labeled 1. 
The designation of the start of a pass is 
the point at which the satellite changes 
from south-going to  north-going. 
E, I 3t ascending node. (See page 33 j 
E, 1 at descenditlg node. (See page 33) 
Milliseconds of day at 
1 - Ascending Node 
2 - I)esceridii~g Node 
Local Mean Sun time (in hours) at 
1 -- Ascending Node 
2 - 1)esuending Node 
Longitude at 
1 - Ascending Node 
2 - Ilescending Node 
Magnetic Activity Index a t  
1 -- Asceriding Node 
2 - Descending Node 
Spare - not computed 
Disturbance Storm Time coefficients. 
DST (1, J )  is at Ascending Node 
DST (2, J)  is at Descending Node 
I)ehcriptioi~ - 
1 
1)('I7) = At, ( 1') + 2 A, ('1') 5i11 
I1 - 1 
(llt -I- all ('1'11 
( ' o ~ ~ f ' f i c i ~ ~ i t ~  ;1ri 
A,,. J  = 1 '1': I1nivers;tl tililcb 
A l ,  J Lx 2 t : local t i ~ n e  
a , ,  5 - 3  A() ,  An ill ~ i r  
A 2 . J = 4  a, in dcprces 
u,. J . 1 5  
('omputt'd vaiut.4 o f  I )  ('1') ore stortld in 
l)srl' (1. 0). 
NO'I'I. : A,, correspo~liis to Ilst, II('I'1 is tile 
tr>f;ll e~l~~;i tosi ; l l  i l i s tur l~ ; i~ l~e  in the 
I1-conly>onent at ('1'. t) 
( 'o~lialt~nts relating to the l'icld m o ~ i ~ l .  
Masirnun1 v;tl:ie of sul.rscripts in GII (stae 
ht~lO\V) 
Maximliln value of sul.rheripts in (;Ij'I' (sce 
l>t~low') 
If MO1)I:N'I' = 1 usc csttxrior ficlil. 
'I'inle at which ~ o c f f i ~ i t ~ n  ts of field nlodcl 
;Ire valid. 
Mt':ln cart11 ~,iti ius for t'ielil nlollt*l calcula- 
tion. 
I:icld rnodrl coei'ficients f . 1 ~  11 "5 111. 
t l i~i th ilSc 11.1' 
g1,'I1 = G I 1  (11, 111) 
11,,'11 = GI1 (111-1. 111 
'I'irlw desivo tivcs of (;I1 (n?','E'R) 
I'xterior fielri nc~dcl coefficients 
!I flag w11ic.11 will lka tctll~iiI to 2 to ilcsis- 
11:itc this as ;i data rcsc..osJ. 
il. flag wllic-11 will he equal to 1 if tlic sue- 
cccding reconi is ;i heiiiier scc.r)rd rind tvill 
he c(luii1 t o  2 if the ritsst s c ~ c ~ r t l  is ;i ii,it:i 
recorcl . 
I'hc n~illiscconrls of clay for tllc first point 
in tlic data record. 
The current pass n u r i ~ t ~ t ~ s  
'I'11c timex intel-val hetween points in this 
data record. (111se~*) 
Data values for 2.5 variahlcs at  30 polrlts 
in time 11)(J, I) ,  in the following tahlc J is 
the data p(*illl nun11Ier.l 






'I'lle lntitutfc of the spacecraft at  this data pcitlt. 
?'lie longitude of the sp:icecraft at  this data poirlt. 
Tllc radius (in kilonleters) of the spacecraft orbit a t  
this data point. 
Magnetic 1,ocal 'I'ime 
Invariant lntit~tde 
I9ip latitude 
Magnitude of ~neasurcd magnetic field from scalar data 
in gammas. 
Magnitude of measured magnetic field fro.:, vector data 
in gammas. 
X co1npo11~3.;~ of ~rleasi~red magnetic field (in NEV co- 
ordinates) in gammas. 
E' component of measured magnetic field (in NEV co- 
ordinates) in gammas. 
Z component of n~easured magnetic fieid (in NEV co- 
ordinates) in gammas. 
The average of the magnitude of measured magnetic 
field in gammas for the 8 0  CHRONICLE input points 
correspondilig t o  this data point. 
Tlle average in gammas of the 'X, Y, or  Z) component 
of the measured magnetic field (in NEV coordinates) 
for the 8 0  CHRONICLE input points corresponding to  
this data point. 
I =  16 BVSD* The standard deviation of the magnitude of  the mea- 
sured vector maglletic field in gammas for the 80 





The standard deviation in gammas of the (X, Y, o r  Z) 
component of the measured magnetic field (in NEV 
coordinates) for the 80 CHRONICLE input points cor- 
responding to  this data point. 
I)cscrip tion of  Ib, V-B 1);) t : ~  Valucs in Iliits Record (('ont 'ti. 
Mag~littitlt~ of magnetic field predicted from 1noiic.1 in 
gamllliis. 
X cornpotlent of magnetic fielti (in NI'V coorclin:~tcs) 
predicted by model in gonunas. 
Y c o n ~ p o n e t ~ t  of  1n:tgnctic field (in N1;V coc)rdinates) 
predicted by 111odcl in i,i,ammas. 
% colnponcnt of  magnetic field (in N I X  coordinates) 
predicted hy tnodcl in gammas. 
I = 24 QrrAL Attitude Quality Word 
*Standard deviations were c o n ~ p u t ~ d  only for  the tape with data fro111 Nov 2 throi~gli Jan 18. 
O n  the other two tapes this "uord" cont:iins n packet1 combination of  the slope and staniliird 
tlcviiition of a 1c:ist squares linc flt to  the 80 poirlts used in the iivcragc. The word sllould he inter- 
prctcd as follows: 
9 ?ht> fractional part is the slope (in giilnlnas;nlilliseco~~ci), rnultiplit3d by ten anti 
9 'I'llc intcgriil part is the standard error of the linear fit (in g:~rnmas!, multiplied by ten. 
1)at:i (.)tiirks 
-
Several surpriws o r  quirks were found in thtl data , ~ l ' t ~ r  1:11incli. Sonle of these clt~irks 1nig11t 
have heen detecterI prior t o  launcli if it I1:id Iwen possible to pro1 itit. tlyrr:lmic r;it!le~ tllan il skitic 
prelauncli test data tape. The most significant quirks :ire li.;tcd lwlir\\. 
1. VMAG One Cycle Time Clffset 
The VMAG fine counter readings were found t o  he read out  into the telcrnetry fr;tintb one 
cycle later than had been asstuned in the AI'L telemetry document [I'eterson, 10781 . 'Thi?.. 
caused all the VMAG data time tags to  be in error by 170 bit durations or  5y 0 1.33 nu.  
When corrected, this means that it is not the first but the second VMAG fine counter read- 
ing in a telemetry nlinor frame (TMF:) which is synchronize~l with the first VMAC; coarse 
counter reading in that frame. Likewise, ir is not  the second but tlie third VMAG fine 
counter reading in a TMF which is synchroniztld with tlie second reading of  SMAG-I and 
tlle first readings of sun serisors A and B, etc. 
Tlze VMAG data time tag corrections given in early versions of  the hll)PS Specifications 
Document such as that distributed a t  the A u g ~ ~ s t  1070 Principal Investigator meeting, itre 
conscc]uently in error by 6 1.34 111s. Tlie correct values arc given in the latest version of  tlie 
MDPS Specifications D o c ~ m ~ e n t  [Berman et al., 10801 , which was tlistributed at the 
December 1980 Investigator meeting. 
This problem is discussed in more detail in meruos hy the Magsat Data Manager dated 
January 7, 1980, January 2 5 ,  1080, and May 7 ,  1080. 
Incidentally, the idea of designing t l x  spacecraft so that the synchronized VMAG. SMAG, 
and attitude observations would also be simultaneous, which is very convenient i11 the data 
processing. was first suggested by the Magsat Data Manager in the conceptual design stage. 
and was skillfully impiemented by the APL telemetry engineer. 
J .  Vh1;it; ( 'o ;~rs t~  Hits t; l i tbl~ 
'I'lltt \'hI,I(; t*oarstt ccr~~ntt l r  is updatell firs eiitbl1 ;isis f ; ~  tBvt.sy fi t lv ~xrt lnt t~r  rcailinp. Irtit i \  
scad out crt~ly t;rr evtbr!, hrtirtll finc crrutltt*r rc;idit~g. 1'0 Iltslp provitltt ,I ~*o;irsc r~b:~tlit~!: for 
t>a~. l~ finc rtbatlin~: tllc Ic8;ist signific;int bit r ~ t '  tlltt co;irst' ~ . o i ~ r ~ t c r  is rc';~tl c r t i t  t\\r taqtlry t'itlt* 
c.cr~i~~tcr , 9  . I  ling inclutlit~g tlltl stb;1~1it1~:4; ~ i t ~ ~ ~ ~ l t i i t ~ t ~ ~ ~ i ~  \vi t l~ tlltl t*(~;irstB cotlr~tt.r rtb;ldi~lgs. It 
u;is ;~ssunlt~ti that tIlt1 I1ig11t~r lli ti1 r ;~tc  rcdtu~tl;~nt It'iIst sigt~ific;lnt lrit re;ltlol~t wcrulll ;~ lw ;~ys  
;i[!r~~t~ v i  111 tllC 1e;ist sigr1ifi~*;i11t bit o f  tilts CO:ISSC t * c r ~ ~ t ~ t t ~ r  r c ; ~ ~ l o l ~ t  \vIltat~ tl~estb rci~dit~ps \vt.*rta 
s in~ul tan t~vt~s .  Wit11 the r.c;~l ~lat;i tllt'se bits (10 I I O ~  ; I ~ L V ; I ~ S  ; I ~ I . C C ,  S~I IL-c  tlley   is^ tlot c\;i~*tIy 
s i i ~ ~ ~ l t i ~ t ~ i > c ~ t ~ ~ .  'I'htb sof w;~r t~  was n ~ o ~ l i f i ~ d  t o  ; ~ ~ ~ ~ t ) n l ~ n c l t l i ~ t c  this possibility, as ~1cs~~rilrt:ti in 
tllC Inemcr try thc htagsat 1)atii Maniigcr ilatcrl Jonuary 2 5 ,  1 l)SO. 
3. I ' t - len~~t ry  One  hlinor f : r i in~~ 'I'itnc Offset 
I'lv Illags;~t ttbltbmctry dats  prucessing lly tlltb 11'1). prlLrr t,, processing Iry tilt. MI)I'S, assrrc.1- 
atell t i ~ n c  tags f r o t ~ ~  t c l c~~~ ie t ry  minor fr i in~t~s 11 -t. 1 ~ + i t h  rnincrr l'ratnt\s n. 'T'l~is wa\ rlis- 
c'crverc~rl prior t o  proJt~cticrn prr)ccssing ;lntl correctell 11y sulrtr;~c'ti~ig tllta riti~iitii~11 of onc 
telemtbtrt minor f'l.an~e (-101 5-1. 111s) frcm ;ill llat;~ titllc tap\. IIowt~utar. this crrtrr \\;is 
includeJ in tilth first two ('IIRONS('I('IIK0NIN I' test t;iptts. 'I'l~is crrc>r and its cc l~ r~ t - t i on  
were ~ l o c t i r ~ ~ ~ t ~ t e i i  ill ~ I I C ~ I I O S  to  the h10gs;it 1)at;i 11se1.s l i ' o t ~ ~  tllc 1);it;i hI;ir~iig~~s err1 hiarch 
14. 1080 unrl h-lsy 7. 1 QXO. 
INVi'S'I'I(;rZ'I'oK-n I'ASS Sl~IlfhlAKII'S 
'1'0 aid liata ust8rs wla have tahuliiteli strtl~e key ~ ~ S ; ~ I I I C ~ C ~ S  ~SOI I I  the I~~vclstigiitos t;lpC OII i1 
priss- l r~~-~~ass basis. 'I'his tabulation is found in :Ippenrlis 1 i111tI inclullcs tilt ciatc ;lnd start and 
stop times for v 3 ~ l l  p;lss. Otller pariirneters arc tal~i11;iterl Irlr tllt1 titncs of tl118 ;~sct~nding ;it~rl dtt- 
stSentiing nodes. 'Tlicst. inc.lurit- Kp, tllta t~quatorial d i s t l~r l~anc .~  (1)) in tllc I~ori/ont;il t*nmpilnt>nt 
from five ol~scrv:itorics (from Sugiura). thtb Irrrigit~illt~ ;ind AB :it the  t3clu;itcrr crossir~;! ;lnd t l ~  "1:" 
,inti "I" ~ ~ a r ; i n ~ e t t ~ ~ s  o f  tlw cxtzrn;il fitxlrt t~osrct.tion. 
I)A?':\ I'KOI)U("SS 
111 addition to the data tapes described 111 the previous sections, the Project has rnade various 
data sets availahle to  the scientific community. These are available by incluiry at the followillg 
addressrs: 
For 1)onlcstic Orders: National Space Science Data Center INSSDC') 
Code 601 
NASAIGoddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 2077 1 
Telephone: 30 1-344-6695 
For Foreign Orders: World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellite (W1)C-A-R&S) 
Code 601 
NASAIGoddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt. MD 2077 1 USA 
TELEX: 89675 NASCOM GBLT 
Available Products Include: 
I. Magnetic Data from the magnetic field experiment on board the POGO satellite-This in- 
cludes (a) the entire data set, (b) the data used in tlie GSFC der i~ed magnetic anomaly maps (in 
three subsets: +SO0 latitude, northern polar and southern polar regions), (c) a table of the average 
anomaly values and calculated equivalent source values, (dl the various anonlaly maps themselves 
(color versions of Figures 6 1, 67, 63, and 641, and (e) the data selected for use at GSFC for de- 
riving spherical harmonic models of the Earth's main magt~etic field. 
11. Special MAGSAT data sets. Because of ongoing analyses these data sets are continually 
changing and, at least at present, are to be regarded as extremely preliminary. They include: (a) 
A ~tlagnetically very quiet data set slated for use in spherical harmonic analyses. This data has 11;ul 
a correction applied for external fields. (b) Averages, in roughly 2OXz0 blocks, of anomaly data. 
'This data is selected for moderately quiet rnagnetic conditions and is corrected for supposed ex- 
ternal fields. ['I'hestl corrections arc illustrated in the description of plots in 111. 1x1 
111. I'lots of MAGSAT Data: 
a. Full orbit plots from ascending node to  ascending node. An example of fine attitude datri 
is given in Figire 65. At the top of the plot is the plot type "MAGSAT Latitude Plot" 
followed by the date of the data plotted. 'I'he second line indicates the t'icld model used in 
retlucing the data, in this case MG680982, together with a descriptive comment about the 
model. The third line indicates that the scalar data plotted is derived fro111 lit. component 
data. Four plots are included. They are the residuals in B, X, Y and Z fro11, tlie indicated 
niodel wllere. X, Y and Z are north, east and down in a geocei~tr~c s, stem. These are 
plotted versus latitude as the abscissa with labels indicating i!ie universal time (hours, 
mint~tcs and seconds), the longitude and the aliitutle (relative to a spl~erical Earl11 or  radiu.~ 
6371.2 km). In regions where fine data are not available but interxnediate data are, the 
intermediate data are plotted but the plotting sytnbol becomes an "X" rather than a 
"dot." 
b. Plots of tlata during crossing of the polar regions ("pole plots") are available for either 
(o r  both) the northern and sol tllern liernispheres. These dome in sets of five, as illustrated 
in Figures 66 through 70. 'The five correspond t o  the residuals in total field (Delta-B), 
North component (Delta-X), East component (Ilelta-Y), vertical (down) component 
(Ilelta-Z), and tt vector plot of the horizontal (Delta-X and Delta-Y) residuals. The plots 
are in n geographic (geocentric) latitude vs longitude polar format. The satellite track is 
shown as a solid line with tlie components (residuals) plotted relative to  that line. i.e. 
the sateiiiie track is the zero line of the plot. Scale linns are spaced along the plot and are 
labeled with the scale (in nT), the altitude (km) and t l ~ e  U.T. (hours anti fraction). For 
thc first four plots the direction of the scale line indicates the posltive plotting axis. The 
top of the plot is captioned so as to indicate which componert is plotted. the date, the 
TI.?'. at the plot midpoint  ri.e. nearest poit:t tl; ~ : \ e  pole). t l ~ c  htamisp1ierc r ~ ~ . ) r t l i  o r  sl)uth) 
and, for the scalar ~tiagnitude. wl~etllt'r or not tht so~irc~e was the vector or  scttlar rnagnc- 
tonietcr. At  t h r  bo t to~n  of'each plot a line is printed identifying thts source tape (ill this 
casth it is a C1IRONI;IN tape a v e r i n g  the 1114 to  11/7/70 timta periotl) t i  suh\idiary 
cllordinatc syst tm is given on the plot. This is the dipole latitudt* magnetic local tinie 
(MLT) system. ('ircles of l9titude artB given by "dots" (more witlely wiiccd for the "otlll" 
five degree circles). The MI,T is indicated on thc 05' latitude circle. 
Tl~ese  plots illustrate sonle data features that irlvestigators should he awarc of. 'I'he 
delta-B and delta-Z plots have a positive offset. Thih is tlecaust* the field rnotlol utilizccl, 
MGST (418 l ) ,  did not contain external field terms. Frorn the standpoint of scalar data, 
this is a quiet pass. The features on the delta-R and delta-% plots are crustal ns~omalies. 
Yet the delta-X and delta-Y con~pcncnts  how clear cvidence of  field-aligned and iorio- 
spheric currents. 
c. I'lots of low-latitude (+SO0) sca'ar Jata used at GS17C' in the derivation of'arlo~naly maps. 
A n  example is given in Figure 7 ; . The three panels art* read fro111 left t o  right. In all 
panels the absc i~sa isgeogr~phic  latitude. In the left panel the 11,lsh nlarks are a plot of  the 
satellite altitude, referenced to the leftrnost scale. The dots are a plot of  AB. tilt* scalar 
residual fram the appropriate spherical harmonic model. The solid line is the esti~nated 
field frorn a niodel ring current. The model ring current is ( i t .  >d t o  best-fit the individual 
pass. At  the bottom of the first panel are labels. I11 the first row is given the date, uni- 
versal time, and local time. In thc hottom row is given an internally assigner: half-orbit 
number, the number of points plottetf, whether the orhit is descending o r  ascending (i.e.. 
soutl~ko~incl o r  northhound). the longitude at the equatorial crc)ssi~~g. allti the plot frame 
number. 111 the seconti panel the dots arc the difference bt.twtat.11 the niw AB and the A13 
calculated from thts ring current correction. 'I'hree straight lines arc least-qquares fit t o  
the data: orle fro111 -50° t o  O0 latitude, one 5orn -25' ro 25' latitudc and oIle from 0" t o  
50' Iati triJe. 111 thv third patiel the straight lilies have I)eet~ removed from the data of' thc 
seco1111 piltiel and the result is our hest approximation of tile cr11str11 anomaly f'ielti. IJnller 
tIlC latitudt~ 1;1hels of tile second panel are 1;lhels of lotigittide ilt tlltl first datli point. the 
rilustor crossing and the last data point. 'I'hcst plots are sorteci and o r d ~ r e d  l)y the Ionpi- 
t~lde  of tlieir eqtiatori:~l crc)ssirig. 
1V. Magnctic 12icld Modcls 'Shtssc are spheric;tl I~armotiic rinalyses of tlic I'arth's main field. Tlic 
initial Magsat model (I-angel et al., 1080; Table 12) was desigtlateil M(;ST (0/80). I t  contains ternls 
up to  degree and order thirteen, was derived with data fro111 November 5-0, lCI7O only, and con- 
tains no time terms. 'I'he n~oclcl (;SF(' (0/80) ('I'ahle 13) was derived frorn observatory, repeat, 
marine and I'OGO data from 1060 to 1078, as w l l  as Magsnt data from November 5-6, 1079. It 
contains constant :ind first (time) derivative terms up to degrecr nnd order thirteen. second deriva- 
tive terms lo degree and order six and third derivative terms lo degree a11d order four. Tliz model 
is prcliminsry and unpublislled but may prove useful. ?Vc think it de.isnbes the field wcll fir,ln 
1960 t o  1980. At tlie Magsat Investigators ~neet i~tg  of Ilecernber 4-5, 1080, a model desir~nated 
MGST (1  2/80) was distributed. This nlodel is to  be used with cxtreme caution. We h;-lta since 
determined that the data selected included effects from substantial ionospheric currents at high 
latitude - particularly in tlie soutl~.  Initially, for internal purposes, we !lave utilized a hybrid model 
designated MGh80982 (Tahle 14). This uses the constant lenns fri.oni MGST (6/80) together with 
the first derivatives from CSFC (9180). More recently we have utilized a moclel designated MGST 
(418 1 ) .  (Table 15) delived fro? fifteen days of seltacted MAGSAT data. Tliis is the model utilized 
on tlie INV-B tape. Because &fort is still being given to optimizir~g the modeling data set, all such 
tnodcls are preliminary. 
V. MAGSAT Anonialy Maps. Because the isolation and verificatioil of individual anonlalies 
continues to  be a research topic, any map derived for sometime after the present must be re- 
garded as prelimirlsry. Figures 72, 73 and 74 show the c,~i-rent versions of rhese maps. 
VI. Sotstware A variety of  software has hec.11 advertisccl in the Magsat Infornmation Bulletin. Some 
of this bas now heen revised, addit~oniil documentation is  row availshlc, and some new softwarc has 
l~ecorr~e aviiilablt. ~ ~ ~ o l d i n g l y .  a new, single, software tape has been generated. Its contt~tlts arc as 
t'ollows: 
A. I'rograms which Olwrate on Magsat Data T:ipes 
1. Subroutine KDCIIRN: Keads a chronicle tape on IBM 360 
I lo~~unentat ion:  Internal to  the Program 
2. Subroutine TIB : Reads and prints Investigator-B tape on IBM 360 
Doctunentation: Internal to  the Program 
3.  Programs to  Interpret Orbit Records (IBM 360): 
F2LDORB: The basic program 
INTORB: Interpolation routine called by FLDOKB 
STIROB: Stirling Interpolation, called by FLDOKB and bv INTORB 
SATI'OS: Computer altitude, longitude and altitude (geocentric), called by FLDORB and 
by INTURB 
FDG: Computes geomagnetic field. Special version for use with FLDORB 
Documentation: ( 1) Magsat Orbit Retrieval Subroutines Source Listings 
(2) Magsat Data Processing System Specifications 
4. Programs to  Convert Time (IBM 360): 
CVTJUL: Converts modified Julian date (MJD) to  year and fraction of year 
CONDAT: ( I )  Converts month, day, year to MJD 
(2) Converts year, day of year to MJD 
(3) Converts MJD to month, day, year and to year and day of year 
ADDTIM: Incrernents or decrements a given time 
Documentation: Same as 3. 
I). I'rogran~s to Interprtst and An;lly/t. Ilata 
1. I:I'I' I'ropram: I'ropri~m for I)tbriv;ition of.' (;eomagnctic Spl~crical IIarn~onic Analysis. Op- 
crates on IBM 300. 
I)ocument;itio~i: I:it I'rogram 1)cscription and Uscrs ( h i d e  by K. II. Estes. 
2 .  I:I)(; I'rograln: Progrtim for computing the Earth's rnair~ niagnetic field fro111 Spherical 
IIarnlonic C'oefficicnts. Opcriites on IBM 360. Incliitles ~~~~~~outines MAGF and IIXTFLE'. 
1)ocumentation: (;eomagnetic I:ield hlodel Ilvaluation Software. 
3. I'rograms for Ilerivation of I'quivalent Source Representation of Crustal Anomalies (IBM 
300). 
I ) o c i i n ~ ~ ~ n t a t i o ~ ~ :  ?*he I i~ l i i i~fa le~i t  Source Magnetic Anomaly Program (ESMAP) User's 
C;uiiie. 
4. Progra for C'omputing Crilstrc! no ! i l a ly  Fields from an E',quivalent Source Representa- 
tion (IhM 360). 
1)ocumcntation: Delta-I3 Computation Package (IIBCQMP) Program Description and 
User's Guide. 
5. I'urdue University Programs for  Analysis of Gravity and Magnetic Anomaly Data (CDC 
and IBM). 




Internal C3rrespondencc Ar~alysis 
Cluster Analysis 
3-I) Spherical Earth Modeling. 
Docurnen tation : 
( 1 ) Magnetic and Gravity Anomaly Correlation and its Application t o  Satellite Data, 
Bowman et  al.. 1979 
2 Sphe~lcal  1:;lrth Gravity and Magnetic Anoliialy h1f)ticling 1)y (;suss-Legentlre ()tlild~a- 
turc Integration, von Frese et  al., 1 OZtO;1 
( 3 )  Spherical I'iirth Analysis arid hlodtling of  1,ithospheric Gravity and Magnetic Anonl- 
alies, von 1;rese et  al., 108011 
6. Pisgram t o  Lstilnate Depth to the Mag ~ e t i c  Basement, AL)I;IyT (IBM 300) 
1)ocumentation: I'rcliminary 1)oc~lmentation of  Progratn "FFTFIL." Torn Hildenbrand, 
LJSGS 
7. University of Miami (Christopher IIarrison) I'rograrns for Magsat Analysis. (Uiiivac, Fortran) 
Propru111 Descriptions: 
a. Program TAPEKD (TI'.PE READ) 
translates NASA supplied EBCIIIC tape and stores on disk. 
11. Program FILEUP (FILE BREAK DOWN) 
sorts data into specified subfiles based on geographical boundaries supplied by user. Cal- 
culatrs and st~jres  pherical coordinates and direction of main field for each data point 
resulting in substantial saving of  computing in the inversion routine. 
L. Program INVERT (FIELD INVERSION) 
calculates the matrix relating field measurement t o  eqvivalent source ~l~agnetization. 
Solves the matrix equation usii~g the Crout variant of the Gauss-Jorden reduciion. Provi- 
sion is made for using either dipoles or  spllerical prisms as the equivalent sources 11ierely by 
switching a subroutint:. INVERT outputs the magnetization matrix as a separate file. 
d .  Progranl MAGPLT (MAGNETIZATION PLOT) 
u! NCI-JAR contouring routine to  plot the output of INVERT. 
e. Proprani FLDPLT 
uses the output of  INVERT and expands the equivalent source array to a grid of field 
values at  specified altitude. Contours, plots, and stores resultant field. 
f. J'rOgrit111 1'1 ,1)I;IrI' 
deterrnines llom well the ca1c~littt.d field mntchcs the o1,scrved field. I'rotluces ii scliC\ oI' 
satellite track plots comparing calculated to  observed. 
g. Program TYCI'Ll 
calcuiates, plots, and stores a magnetic profile at given altitude and orientation using the 
output from INVLKT. 
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'I'lie development and use of tlie MIIPS programs for the basic reforn?nting cind quality cliecks 
were accornplislied by Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) under the leadersliip of Richard Brown, 
Don Berman, Mat: Silbergdd and K. C. Leung. Tlle early development phdse was under the direction 
of Barbara Walton in cooperation with the Fiict two authors. The attitude determination was per- 
formed under the leadership of Frank VsnLal~din@iam of CSC under the direction of Gary Meyers 
of tlie Mission Support Comguting and Analysis Division of GSFC. The data tapes were formatted 
in tirne order and the clock cu~culations were performed under the leadership of Eileen Munday of 
CSC under the direction of Earl Beard of the Information Processing Division at GSFC. The defini- 
tive orbits were produced by Bruce Holland of the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL). 
The definitive orbits for comparison purposes were produced under tlie leadersllip of Richard Smith 
of CSC under the direction of Ed Doll of the Oprrations Support Computing Division of GSFC. Kp 
was kindly supplied by the World Data Center-A in Boulder, Colorado, Dst (and equatorial D) were 
calculated by M. Sugiura of GSFC. The mathematical techniques for the in-flight attitude and 
scalar magnetometer data bias recoveries were formulated by Ray Lancaster of the Information 
Extraction Division at GSFC. The special MAGSAT data set for field modeling was selected by 
Ron Estes of Business and Technological Systems. Invaluable support in the many computer tasks 
was furnished by Linda Gehmann of Republic Management Systems and by Tom Poddles, Gary 
Goble and Jim Fry of the University ~f Maryland. We are grateful to Gil Ousley (GSFC) and 
D. Eckard (APL) and their fine technical staffs for constniction, launcli and successful operation of 
the spacecraft and to the NASA Headquarters support managed by Jim Murphy and Mark Settle 
without which the rnission would not have been possible. 
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0.984 arc sec 
1.063 arc sec 
0.803 arc sec 
TAB1.R 2: Dift'erences Btqween Fits on hlarcll 22. 1980 6 1200 lirs 
Parameter Dif'fcrc~lt:~ 
(linear - polynorllial) 
-0.177 n'T 
-0.1 07 nT 
0.174 nT 


















-0.935 arc sec 
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0.055 arc sec 

































































Comparison of scslar ficlds 
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Cornpanson of scalar fields 
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I 13 0.65 1.13 
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AND 1 0.92 VAIL- 
ABLE "C" 0.97 
1.62 i -7-3 
1.99 1 .X7 
7.01 1 .(I6 
1.17 
3 1 1.09 
7 -I 
13 FIT TO 0.88 





FROM AD- 0.14 
JUSTED 0.77 
"A" DAYS 0.91 
0.84 






























Comparison of scalar fields 






























Magnitudt. in C'omponellt 1)iCferenct.s for ,\tijaccnt Calibrations 
i l l2  vs. 1113, i97'1 
1 113 vs. I l/5, 1079 
1 .,'5 vl;. I l / ( i .  1375 
1!/O VS. i 1/10, 1'979 
11/10 vs. 11/14. 197c1 
11/14 vs. 11/18. 1979 
11/18 vs. 11/21. 1979 
11/22 vs. 11/26, 1070 
11/20 vs. 11/33. 1979 
1211 vs. 1 1 / 1 1 ,  1979 
12/11 \s. 12/18, 1979 
12/18, 1979 vs. 115, 1980 
115 vs. 1/17, 1980 
1/17 vs. 1/22, 1980 
1/22 vs. 216, 1980 
216 vs. 211 1,  1980 
211 I vs. 1/16. 1980 
2/26 vs. 314, 1980 
311 1 v::. 3i18. 1980 
3118 vs. 3/25. 1980 
pp - - -- - 
Ma.; Mi11 I Max Mi11 
---,-- I - 
z 
Max Min 
'I'tlBL,Ei S : Flusgate Calihriition Summary: Intcrmcdiatc At tit lid: Ilata 
*Wit11 the exception of 
Jun. 75-28. 1980 
Ilata From W l ~ i c l ~  Cnlihration 1)crivt.s -
Nov. 2, 1970 
Nov. 5 ,  1970 
Nov. 7 1 ,  1979* 
Jan. 71,  1980 
Mar, 3, 1981 
Jan. 26, 1980 
TABLE 6-1 : APL Epliem Overlap Statistics 
TABLE 6-2: APL Epliem Overlap Statistics (Con'l) 
Orh~t  O w -  Tr~nsfc.1 
Overlap Epoch S~JII 13p RMS (Mi Mia (hi)  Max ($1.) Yln (M) 1 T~mt (.TMI 
h1 D Y 1 ti 1 (HI tI L C D H L C D 11 L C D M f M~nritcs 
i 
No\ 15 79 7 L >  i 5.8 26 96 19 65 O!26 -9/55 1/19 2 1  42 103 27 2t> 2-  hO.3 
lh.1 l h 5  8.3 31 67 4 74 1/31 -22!63 014 70.23 45 125 5 38 58 1042 
16 1 320 1.0 I5.'1 6.') 21 48 19 5b 2 -1/48-1/19 52:20 36 103 - 37 d 25 1 28 44, 8.5 15.1 7.6 22 47 8 52 -2122 -4/47 O!X 49/20 33 93 11 10 23 5-33 15.5 15.1 8.2 21 56 17 63 2 1  -3/56 0117 57,'26 32 121 26 22 28 Pol" 
23.9 17.0 8.6 23 53 21 61 -1123 - 1  49 2/21 58r2l 38 118 31 23 32 1035* 
17 321 6.8 14.2 7.3 22 57 3 6! - 2  3/57 0131 56/16 3' 124 4 -.-I 1 498 > ?  
4 .  144 3 34 68 10 76 0134 9/67 Oil0 74/18 111 15 4: 83 02- 
23.9 15 4 6.5 25 57 19 65 - 2 5  -26150 0119 60j23 36 108 28 2 -36 1 1444* 
18 322 8.4 I .  '"1.8 15 34 9 38 -]!I5 IOi32 1.9 36/14 4 77 12 c j  1 1 0  10-4 ) I 15.41 15.7 8.6 27 71 20 79 1/27 46/55 1/20 71i34 40 128 9 25 2 12'5 
19 77 3 2  0.8 17.1 7.7 12 25 19 34 0/12 9/24 0119 33/8 18 52 -. 10 487 
8.1 15.1 7.7 16 62 9 64 -3/15 29/55 0 9  53'36 30 151 1 -3 20 26 '59 
15 9 15 1 7.5 23 56 9 61 -2j'23 22151 019 55/26 35 I22 13 17 21 . 1311 
3- 
I 
20 324 0 2  265 8 2 37 76 27 89 -1/37 -1176 2 85124 57 146 39 3 1  ! 24 
8.0 12.2 4.3 34 72 25 83 -2j33 -20f64 2/25 78/28 54 141 36 -35 4X 492 
16.0 16.5 7.6 20 45 23 54 0120 15/4"1123 52j17 30 97 3 24 I .  13-8 
22.2 16.2 10.0 20 52 16 58 1120 -2152 -1116 53/23 35 113 24 18 19 1896* 
21 325 4.5 13.6 7.2 15 39 9 43 0/15 1:30 0/9 39/18 17 80 12 1.3 1 554 
12.6 15.9 7.8 10 48 6 52 - 1i18 18/45 016 46/25 32 123 9 10 l l !  1152 
20.4 16.0 8.2 16 33 15 39 1/15 -3133 0115 38;lO 24 76 21 22 16b6* j 
?? 
- - 326 3.9 14.8 7.3 22 51 7 56 3/11 -8150 - 117 52\20 34 103 10 25 604 
0 16.6 8.5 24 53 12 60 0/24 21/49 - 2  56/22 35 99 17 30 ::; 10, 
20.0 16.6 8 6 18 42 2 45 O;!8 3/49 012 41/18 27 79 3 18 22 1304 ' 
73 327 3.9 16.2 8.2 21 37 9 52 1/21 -14/45 1/9 491'5 31 93 13 23 31 6C.6 
TARLE 6-3: APL Ephem Ovzrlap Statistics (Con't) 
Iipocl~ Span rrI3; Y D,Y * I  b- 
Nov 2.4 70 I 2 .<I 
20.8 
24 338 4.2 
12.2 
30.0 
25 3 4.2 
13.3 
20.4 
26 330 4.6 
12.7 
50.3 
17 331 4.0 
15.0 
38 332 0.1 
7.9 
16.G 




30 3-74 4.3 
i 1.9 
'0.0 
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10 
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TABLE 6-4: APL Epliem Overlap Statistics (Can't) 
TABLE 6-5: APL Ephe~n  Overlap Statistics (Can't) 
TABLE 0-6: APL Ephcm Ovt.rl;ll Statistics (C'on't) 
TABLE ('-7: APL F p h ~ m  O r c r l a ~  Statistics (Conat] 
TABLE 6-8: APL Ephem Overlap Statistics (Can't) 
'TABLE 6-9: API. Ephcrn i lve r l~p  Statistics (Can't) 
TABLE 6-10: APL Ephem Ovel-lap Statistics (Can't! 








X 3 I/ 15.0 I 7.7 24 
Ih.! 1 1 5 3  i 7.3 1 I4 




- 3 1.0 15.6) 
12.3 16.4 
3 34 (l.4 13.9 
7.0 10.1 
16.1 16.3 
4 35 I.! I5.Q 
8.0 15.0 
1h.O 15.h 




TABLE 6-1 3: APL Epht'm Overlap Statistic$ (C'on't! 
TABLE 6-14: APL Ephem Overlap Statistic5 ICm't) 
ORIGINAL 
1s 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
TABLE 0-1 6: APL Ephern Overlap Statibtics (Cun't) 
O c c r i ~ p  ~ ~ I I C I I  1 Spart ! I J ~  I RMS (31) 
3 I) Y D,Y 11 /I (11) I ( H )  3 1 1  l L  IC  I D  

TABLE 6-1 8: APL E1,ht.m Ovt.rl:ip Statistics (Con'i) 
- - 
Orh~t Over- r 
Overlap Epoch Span lap W S  (M) M i 0  (V) S1.n (M) '"11n ( Y  1 
M D Y D/Y H (ti) ! (H)  H L C I D FI L C I) 11 L C 9 %f- 
Mar 26 SO 86 2.7 14.1 6.8 20 41 7 / 46 - 3 2 0  - 3iJI - 1  '7 
27 87 1.4 16.5 8.1 









1 I .X 16.3 6.7 
3 95 2.7 I.r.? 6 3  
---A- 
TABLE 6-19: APL Epllcm 9-ierl;y, Statistics ICor-a't) 
1 Ap: 3 kfl 44 0 . 2  14." 7.3 3 2 4 4  1- 56 I 5 '2 1-10 3% 1E 
18.1 '1 14.71 -.I / 1 6 / 3 8  1 6  1.12 : - 3 1 5  1 - 5 3 7  
TABLE 6-20: APL Ephem Overlap Statistics (Con't~ 
TABLE 6-21: APL Ephem Overlap Statistics (Con't) 
TABLE 6-22: APL Ephem Overlap Sthtistics (Can't) 
TABLE 6-23: APL Ephcrn Overlap Statistics (Can't) 
TABLE, 6-24: AIiL Ephem Owrlap Statirtiur (Con't) 
'TABLE 6-25: APL Ephrm Overla;? Statistics iCon't) 

TABLi 6-27: APL Epliem Overlap Statistics (Can't) 
* 'The astt.ri\kt'J t l n ~ ~ ' ~  t l C i l l i  i l l 1  i l l ~  1oII~1wi~ig day 
I- - - I Maximum 1 8-iIour APL4;TI)S I'ositions Differences 
APL Solution Cotnparc.d 
Wit11 Stan~lanl C;TI)S 
Solutiol: 
ters) 
AI'L S o l ~ ~ t i o n  Cornparell With 
GTDS Solution OhtaineJ Using 
Moiiifi'iccl (;ree11wic'h Hour Anglt 
'TABLE 8-1 
+ * * + + CAGCAT SFACECRAFT CLJiK T f C E  F I T  COMPARiSSiJ- ~ 3 / 2 5 / e 1  * * * * * *  
S T A R T  FND S T A F T  END 
F I T  CLCCK CLOCK T I  C t  T I  M t  
YY300.CD YYOCD.00  
CCMP C C H P  C V F F -  
C O E F I  C i E F 2  C O E F 3  C L l C K  1 L A P  Ck LTk T Y'iDI)D.DD 1 ( U S )  
TABLE 8-2 
* NAGSAT SPACECFLFT CLGCK TICE FIT COMJARISJN 0 3 / 2 5 / e l  * * * * * *  
ST*? T END 5TACT END 
F I T  CLCCK CLCCK T I  ME T I  MF 
YYOCO.CD YYCCO.DIP 
CCPP C C W  CVEH- 
CGEF 1 CDEF.! :UEF3 CLUCK YYDDD.QD T I K  W . H H  L A P  D E L T A T  (US)  
FTAfiT END 
T I  WE T 1 HE 
YYOCD-CD YYDCO.DD 
CCHP 
C G t F  1 C O E F Z  C O E F 3  C L C C K  
CVER- L A P DELTA T 





TABLE 8 4  
* * * * * *  
START E N 3  
F I T  CLOCK CLOCK 
YAGC-AT SFACECRAFT CLCCK T IP€  F 11 C U M P A R I S O N  
C T A F T  END 
T I  HE T I M E  
YtVCD.CC YY0DD.DO 
EYER- 
















8C1 C4. 57 
801 C 7 . 2 9  
E01 C8. 00 
to1 OF. 79 





eot 14. e3 
a01 15. eo 
801 16.97 
801 17- 99 

















* t * * * * MAG SAT ZFACECRAFT CLOCK T I Y E  F I T  COI4PAHISON 0 3 / 2 L / @ l  * • * * 
STAG T END S T A F T  END 
F I T  CLOCK C L t C K  T I  CF T I M E  
VYDCD.OD YYDCD-DD 
CCMP ~ C C P  CVEG- 
' S O t F 1  C L E F 2  C O E F 3  C'.'JCK T I Y E  L A P  3 F L T A  T 
YYD33.09 HHoHh ( N S )  


ORIGINAL PAGE 18 
OF POOR QUALIM 
MJD 
'I'ABIJ; 1 1-1 : Selt.cteii Quiet I'erioiis for Atlomaly Mul) I)rbrivation 
S T A R T  END 
H3U B 110 U R DATE 
START FN C 
B I L L I S E C  HI ELI SEC 
ORIGINAL PbGE I3 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MJD 
TABLII 11-2: Sc'lected Quiet I'erioris for Anomaly Map Ilerivatio~~ (C'on't) 
D A T  E 
START END 
HILLISBC H I L L I S E C  
0 
108 000 PI) 
START EN D 
H O U i i  HOUR DATE 
STA RT END 

























































































































ORIGINAL, P A X  13 
OF POOR CUAUITY 
INTEKNAI, COEI:I:ICIliNTS -- 
h,, "' n Ill g,, Ill 11 111 11,,11' 11 111 tl,,"' 
-- 
~, ,1 '1  
-
F*, "' 
1 0 -"I089.6 - 8 0 18-4 11 5 -0.4 0.0 
1 - 1 0  5008.1 8 1 0.8 6.9 11 0 -0.3 -0.1 
2 0 -. 1904.8 8 2 -0.1 -17.9 11 7 1.7 -2.4 
2 1 3027.2 - 2  127.3 8 3 -10.8 4.0 11 8 1.8 -0.3 
b 7 1 
- - 1661.6 -196.1 8 4 -7.0 -22.3 11. 9 -3.6 -1.4 
3 0 1279.9 8 5 4.3 9.2 11 10 2.1 -1.6 
3 1 - 217cl.X - 334.4 8 6 2.7 16.1 11 11 3.5 0.6 
3 2 1251.4 270.7 8 7 6.3 -13.1 12 0 -1.6 
3 3 833.0 -251.1 8 8 -1.2 -14.8 12 1 0.4 0.6 
4 0 935.3 9 Q 5.6 12 2 -0.1 0.6 
4 1 782.5 21 1.6 9 1 10.4 -21.1 12 3 ~0 .1  2.3 
4 2 398.4 -256.7 9 2 1.1 15.2 12 4 0.6 - 1.5 
4 3 -41'1.2 5 2.0 9 3 -12.6 8.9 12 5 C.5 0.5 
4 4 1'19.3 - 297.6 9 4 9.5 -4.8 12 6 -0.6 0.2 
5 0 -217.4 9 5 -3.3 -6.5 12 7 -0.4 -0.4 
S 1 357.6 45.2 9 6 a-1.3 9.0 12 8 0.1 0.0 
5 2 261.0 149.4 9 7 6.8 9.5 I 2  9 -0.4 0.0 
5 3 -73.9 - 150.3 9 8 1.3 -5.9 12 10 0 -1.5 
5 4 - 162.0 - 78.1 9 9 -5.1 2.1 12 11 0.7 0.3 
5 5 -48.3 9 1.8 10 0 -3.3 12 12 0.0 0.7 
6 0 48.3 10 1 -3.5 1.4 13 0 0.0 
h 1 65.2 - 14.5 10 2 2.5 0.4 13 1 -0.5 -0.4 
O 2 41 -4 93.4 10 3 -5.3 2.6 13 2 0.3 0.4 
6 3 - 192.2 '70.6 10 4 -2.1 5.6 13 3 -0.7 1.6 
6 4 3.5 - 42.9 10 5 4.6 -4.? 13 4 0.0 0.0 
6 5 13,7 - 2.4 10 6 3.1 -0.4 13 5 1.2 -0.6 
6 6 - 107.6 ,6.9 10 7 0.6 -1.3 13 6 -0.4 -0.1 
7 0 71.7 10 8 1.8 3.5 13 7 0.4 0.8 
7 1 -59.0 - r32.4 10 9 2-8 -0.5 13 8 -3.6 0.2 
7 2 1.6 - 27.5 10 10 -0.5 -6.2 13 9 0.2 0.8 
7 3 20.5 - 4.9 11 0 2.4 13 10 0.1 0.5 
7 4 -12.6 16.1 11 1 -1.3 0.7 13 11 0.4 -0.1 
7 5 0.6 18.1 11 2 -1.9 1.7 13 12 -0.4 0.0 
7 6 10.5 - 22.9 11 3 2.3 -1.1 13 13 0.0 -0.1 
7 7 - 2.0 - 9.9 11 4 0.1 -2.7 
EXTERNAL COEFFICIENTS 
1 0  20.4 
1 1  - 0.6 - 0.4 
All coefficier~ts in nT. Mean radius of the Earth is 6371.2 km. Mean epoch is 1979.85. 
TABLE 13-1 : GSFC (9180-2) Maenctic Field Model 
(Mean Radius of the Earth is 6371.2 km; Meari Epoch is 1980.0) 
TABLE 13-2: GSFC (9180-2) Magnetic Field Model 
TABLE 13-3: GSFC (9!80-2) 5Iag1lctic Field >lode1 (Can't) 
TABLF 13-4: GSFC r9J80-3) Magnetic Fizlil Model (Can't) 
TABLE 13-5 : GSFC ( 9  j80-7) tl?ent.tis Field Modt.1 (Con't 
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/ OPTICAL BENCH 
Figure 1 .  Block Schematic of the Magsat Fine Attitude System 
GG, GM L4T3.14 
1,ONGITUDE -92 
PI TlTUDE 504 
'11.qE 00 04.12 
MAGSAT PLOT 
-2 i I I I 1 I I 1 I I I 4 
0 0 1  0 2  0.3 0 4  0.5 0.8 0.7 0.8 0 9  1 1 1  
1979i'11/04 (MINUTES) 
I:igurc 2 C'arrt*lation of il:ita jumps witli c h a n ~ c s  in tlic attituilta tltig. Tlit "1>" 
c l i3r~c tcs  is p l ~ t t c d  as 3 t10ttci1 lirlc with O for 0 < 11 5; 3 i 1 ~ n ~ 1  - 1 
for 4 G 11 < 7 .  Tlic "d" character is plottctl as il soliil lint.. (1:ig- 
11st fiir11isl1cl1 J. C'. Cirin of tile USC;S). 
-80 
- ROLL 




DAYS SINCE NOVEMBER 6,1979 
Figure 3. Changes in attitude alignment. data atijustments, for the pitch. roll. a~ltl yaw 
axis. Fine attitude data only. 
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Fieure 4. Deviation of W l  1 estimate from November 5, 1979 eqtimate. 
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Figure 5. Deviation of W 1 2  estimate from November 5, 1979 estimate. 
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Fieure 6. Deviation of W 1 3  m i m a t e  from November 5. ! 9 7 9  egttrnatc. 
Fiyure 7. Deviation of W 1 4  estimate from Noverrher 5. 1979 ectimatc. 
Fieurc 9. Deviation ot' (W17 - Wl6)  estimate from Novembcr 5. 1979 estimate. 
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Figure 8. Deviation of W l 5  e<timate from Novembcr 5. 1979 eqtimate. -''X 
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Figure 10. Deviation o f  W21 cstimate from November 5 .  1979 cstimate. 
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Figure l I .  Deviation of W22 cstimate from Novcmher 5 .  1979 estimate. 
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Figirrc 12. Deviation o f  W23  estimate from Novemher 5 .  1979 e$timate. - - 8 "  
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Figure 13. Deviation o f  W 2 4  estimate from November 5 ,  1979 estimate. 
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Fipilre 14. Deviation of fW27 - W 2 6  - W 2 )  cstirn,~tc. from Novcmhcr 5 .  19'9 c.\timatc'. 
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Figure 15. Dcviation of W 3  1 estimate from Novemher 5. 1979 estimate. 
Fipure 16. Deviation o f  W 3 2  estimate from November 5.  1979 estimate. 
mvlarlm cr M FSTINIF mm - .I 1.m r s r r r y r  
Fiprrc 17. Dcvi;ltion o f  W 3 3  cstim;lte from Novt-mhcr 5 .  1979 estimatc. 
Figure 18. Deviation o f  W 3 4  cstimatc from Novcmhcr 5 .  1979 cstimatc. 
Fipure 13. Deviation o f  W35 cs t in~  .: from Novcmhcr 5 ,  1979 cstimatc. 
Figure 20. Deviation o f  W36  estimate from November 5 ,  1979 estimate. 
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Figure 21. Dcvirltion of  W 3 7  cctimrlte from November 5 .  1979 cctimate. 
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Figure 22. Deviation o f  B l  e5timatc from Novcmhcr 5 .  1979 estimate. 7- 
Fiyure 23. Deviation o f  R 2  cstimatc from Novcmher 5 .  1979 estimate. 
Figure 24. Deviation o f  R? cstimrltc from Novcmhcr 5. 1979 estimate. 
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Figure 2 5 .  Devi:~tion of A12 estimate from Novt-mher 5 .  1979 cqtimatc. 
Fipurc 26. Deviation of  A21 estimate from November 5 ,  1979 estimate. 
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Figure 28a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV0279B 
calibration and data calibrated with 





Figure 28b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOVOZ79B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV0379B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
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Figure 29a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV0379B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV0579B calihration (X-vector 
data). 
Figure 28c. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV0279B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV0379B calibration (Z-vector g c 
';1 
data). - - m ( .  
- 
0 5 .  
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F i ~ u r e  29h. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV0379B 
calihration and data calibrated with 
the NOV0579B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
Figure 29c. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV03'9B 
caiibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV0579B calihration (2-vector 
data). 
Figr1r.c 303. Diffcrenccs betwt.cn Figure 30b. Differences bctwren 
data calibrated with the NOV0579B data  calibrated with the NOV0579B 
calibration and data  ca1ibntt.d with calihration and data  calibrated with 
the NOV0679B calibration (X-vector the NOVOS7SB calibration (Y-vector 
data). data). 
Figure 3 1 a. Differences between Figure 3 1 b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOVC679B data calibrated with the NOV0679B 
calibntion and data  calibrated with calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV 1 079B calibration (X-vector the NOV 1079B calibntion (Y-vector 
data). data). 
Figure 30c. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOVO579R 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV0679B calibration (Z-vector 
data). 
Figure 3 1 c. Differences between 
data  calihnted with the NOV0679B 
calibrdtion and data calihrateci with 
the NOV1079B calibration (Z-vector 
data). 
Figure 32a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV1079B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV 1479B calibration (X-vector 
Figure 32b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV 1079B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV1479B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
Figure 32c. Differences between 
data  calibrated with the NOV 1079B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV l479B calibration (Z-vector 
data).  - data:. z 
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Figure 33a. Differences between 
data  ~al ihrated with the NOV1479B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOVI 879B calibrqtion (X-vector 
data). 
Figure 3 3 .  Differences between 
data calibrated with th: NOV1479B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV1879R calibration (Y-vector 
data).  
Figure 33c. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOVI 479B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
thc NOVI 879B calibration (Z-vector 
data).  
Fipure 34c. Differences between 
data calihrated with the NOV 1 R79B 
Figure 34a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the YOVI 879B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV2279B calibration (X-vector 
Figure 34b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the YOV 1879B 
calibratiorl and data calihrated with 
the SOV2279B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
a l ibrat ion and data calihrated with 
the UOV2279B calibration (2-vector $ 3 data). 
9 , y  L td data). 
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Figure 35c. Difference bet ween 
data calibrated with the NOV2279B 
calibration and data calihrated with 
the NOV2679B calibration (2-vector 
data). 
Figure 35a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV2279B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV2679B calibration (X-vector 
data).  
Figure 35b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV2279B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV2679B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
Figure 36a. Differences between 
data  calibrated with the NOV2679B 
calibration and data calibrated with 




Figure 36b. Diffrrences betwc.cn 
data calibrated with tlie NOV2679B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the NOV3079B calibration (Y-vector 
data).  
Figure 37a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV3079B 
calibration and data  calibrated with 
the DEC0179B calibration (X-vector 
data). 
Figure 37b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the NOV3079B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the DEC0179B calibration (Y-vector 
data).  
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Figurc 36c. Differences between 
data calibrated w;tli the NOV2h79B 
calihration and data calihra:cd with 
the NOV3079B calibrat ion (7,-vector 
dlltll). 
Figure 37c. Differences hctwccn 
data calibrated with the NOV3079R 
calibration and data calihr;rtctl with 
tllc DEC0179B ca1ihr;rt ion iZ-vcc-tor 
data).  
Figure 38a. Differences between 
data ca!ibrated with the DECOI 79B 
calibration and data  calibrated with 





Figure 39a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the DECI 179B 
calibratiori and data calibrated with 
the DEC1873B calibration (X-vector 
data).  
Figure 38b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the DECOI 79B 
calibration and data  calibrated with 
the DECI 179B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
Figure 38c. Differences hetween 0 0  data calibrated with the DEC017QB 71 ;21 
calibration and data calibrated with w C', 
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Figure 39b.  Differences between Figure 3%. Differences between 
data cal~hrated with the DECI 179B data calibrated with the DECI 179R 
calibration a r  ' data calibrated with calihrativn and data calihratcti with 
the DECI 879b calibration (Y-vector the DFc1879B calibration (Z-vector 
data). data 1. 
Figure 40a. C:. ,Prences between 
data calibrat*~ with the DEC1879B 
calibration and dais calibrated with 
the JAYO5SOB calibration fX-vector 
Fipurc 4 1 a .  Difference\ bctwecn 
data cal~hrated with the JAIVMYOH 
calibration and data calibrated w ~ t h  
thc JAY I 'SOB calibration (X-vector 
data) .  
Figure 40b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the  DEC1879B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the JAY0580B calibration (Y-vector 
data 1. 
Z1 I.,. I.." r .  
Firurc 4 1 h . Difference\ bet wccn 
data calibrated with thc JAN0580B 
calihration and data calihratcd w ~ t h  
thc JAN 1780B calihratlon f Y-vector 
data).  
Figure 40c. Differences between 0 0 - 5 
data calibrated with the DECI 879B (7 0 :.-; 
calihration an6 data calibrated with 
the J A N O S ~ G ~  calibration (Z-vector % $  
data). ?: 
? S  
F i ~ u r c  4 1 c. Differences hctwcen 
data calihratcrl with the JAN0580B 
calihration and data c;tlrhr:~tctl with 
thc JAN 1 780H c:~lihr;ltinn (7,-vector 
data).  
Figure 423. Differences bctwecn 
data calibrated with the JAN1780B 
calihration and data c;1libr3tcd wit11 




Firurc* 4 3 .  Differcnccs between 
dat;l calibrated wit11 tlie JAN1 7S9B 
calihc~tion and iiata c3lihri1t~d with 
tlic JAN2280B calibration (Y-vcctor 
data ). 
Figure 433. Differ~nces hetwcc~l  
data calihratcd with the JAN3180B 
calibration and data calibr;lted wit11 
tlie FEROh80B calibration (?(-vector 
data). 
Fipurc 4 3 .  Differences bctwecn 
data calibrated with the JAN2280B 
calibration and data calibrattd wit11 
tlic FEBOh80B calihmtion (Y-vtsctor 
Figure 42c. Diffcrc ;lee.; h~twc'11 0 0  data calibratctl with thc JAN1780R 
c ;~ l i h r~ t i on  ;~lrd d;1+3 c;~lihri~tcd w~f l l  F_ 
ttlr JAN22ROB c;~lihration (7,-vcrtor 7. 
data).  52 ZJ r- 
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Figure 43c. Difft:renccs hctwcen 
data calibrated witit the JAN2280R 
c;~libr;~tion and data c;ilihratcd with 
the FEB0680R calibration (7,-vector 
data ). 
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Figure 44a. Differences between Figure 44b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the FEB0680B data calibrated with the FEB0680B 
calibration and data calibrated with calibration dnd data calibrated with 
the FEBI 1 SOB calibration (X-vector the FEB 1 1 EOB calibration (Y-vector 
data). data). 
Figure 45a. Differences between Figure 4%. Differences between 
data calibrated with ;he FEB1180B data calibra:ed with the FEBI 180B 
calibration and data calibrated with calibration and data calibrated with 
the FFR1680B calibration (X-vector the FEBl6ROB calibration (Y-vector 
data). data). 
Figure 44c. Difference5 between 
data calibrated with the FEBOhROR 0 0 
calibration and data calibrated with " '5! 
the FER1180B calibration (Z-vector n ( 2 i_? - *
data). .r, t; 
J r- 
Fieure 45c. Differences between 
data calibrated with the FEBI 180B 
calihrat,on and data calibratcd with 
the FEB 1680B calibration !Z-vector 
Figure 463. Differences hetween 
data calibrated with the FEB1680B 
calibration and data calibrated with 




Fig~lre 47a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the FEB2680B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the MAR0480B calibration (X-vector 
dal a). 
Figure 46b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the FEB1680B 
calibration and data calihrated with 
the FEB2680B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
Figure 47b. Differences between 
data calibrated with the FEB26808 
calibration 2nd data calibrated with 
thc MAR0480B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
' < 1 .  
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Fieure 46c. Differences between 
data calibrated with the FEBI 680B 
calibration and data calihratcd with 
the FER2680B calibration (Z-vector 
data). 
Firure 47c. Differences hetwccn 
data calihrated with the FEB2680B 
calibration and data calihratcd with 
the MAR0480B ca1ibr:ltion (Z-vector 
data). 
Figure 48a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the MARO480B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the MARl l8OB calibration (X-vector 
Figure 48b. Differences '~etween 
data calibrated with the MAR0480B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the MAR1 180B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
Figure 48c. Differences between 
data cal~brated with the MAR0480R 
calibration and data calibrztcd with 
the MAR1 180B calibration (Z-vector 
data ). - w data). 
ta 
Figure 49a. Differences between 
data calibrated with the MAR1 180B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
the MAR 1880B calibration (X-vector 
data). 
Figure 49b. Differences hetween 
data calibrated with the MAR1 180B 
calibration and data calibrated with 
thc MAR 1880B calibration (Y-vector 
data). 
Figure 49c. Differences between 
data calibrated with the MARl l8OB 
calibration and data calihratcd with 
thc MAR1 880B calihratron (Z-vector 
data). 
Figure 50a. Difference5 between 
data calibrated with the MAR I880B 
calibration and data calihratcd with 
the MAR2580B calihratton IX-vtxtor 
Figure 50h.  Different-es between 
data calihrated with the MARIRSOB 
calibration and data calibrated w ~ t h  
the MAR25808 calibration (Y-vector 
data ,. 
Fieure 5Oc. Difference between 
data calibrated with the V A R l  RROB 
calibrat~on and data calihrated u ~ t h  
;he MAR25SOB calihratlon (Z-vector 
data ). 
APPROXIMATE FIELD VALUE 
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Figure 5 1 .  Frc(jocncy of occurrcncc of cr)ar\e count values of tht. fluxrratc mar.n.:tomctcr 
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Figure 53-2. Along track R M S  difference vs timc 
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Figure 53-3. Cross track RMS difference vs time 
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Figurc 54. 18-Hour Radial Position Comparisons Between APL and GTDS Magsat-1 Solutions. 
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Ficlurc 55.  18-Hour Cross-Track Position Comparisons Rctween AP' and GTDS Mapsat-1 Solution<. 
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Figure 56. 18-Hour Along-Track Position Comparisons Between APL and GTDS Mapsat-l Soluttons. 
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Figure 57. 18-Hour Total Position Comparisons Between APL and GTDS Mapsat-I Solutions. 
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Figure 58-1. Maemt Data Availability o f  Intermediate Attitude Vcctor Data -- Novemher 1979 
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Figure 58-2. Magsat Data Availability o f  Intermediate Attitude Vcctor Data - Ikccmhcr 1979. 
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Figure 58-3. Magsat Data Availability of Intermediate Attitude Vector Data - Januarv 1980. 
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Figure 5 8 4 .  Magsat Data Availability o f  Intermediate Attitude Vector Data - February 1980. 
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Figure 584. Data Availability o f  lntcrmediate Attitude Vcctor Data - April 1980. 
Fieure 55-7. Mapcat Data Availability of Interrnediatt: Attitude Vector Data - \fa? 1980. 
Fipvre 58-8. Waesat Data Availability of  Intermediate Attitude Vector Data - June 1980. 
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F e u r e  59-1 .  Magsat data availability o f  fine attitude vector data - November 1979  
Figure 59-2. 
HOlJR W DAY 
Magsat data availahilitv of fine attitudc vcctot data - Dccembcr 1979 
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Fiyure 59-3. Magsat da:d availability of fine attititdc vector data - January 1980 
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F i ~ u r e  59-4. Magsat data availability of fine attitude vectc~r data - Febniary 1980 
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Figure 59-5. Magsat data availability of fine a~t i tude  vector data -- March 1980 
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Figure 59-6. Maf ~t data availability of fine attitude vector data - April 1980 
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Figure 59-7 Magsat data availability of fine attitude vector data - Mav 1980 
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Figure 60-1. Magsat data availability o f  fine attitude vector quiet (KF LT 2+) data - November 1979 
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Figure 60-2. Magsat data availability o f  fine attitude vector quiet CKP LT 2+? data - December 1979 
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Figure 60-3. Mapat data availability of fine attitude vector quiet (KP LT ?+I data - January 19XO 
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Figure 60-4. Magut data availability of fine a t t i t ~ d e  vector quiet (KP LT 2+) data - F c h n ~ a ~  1910 
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Figure 60-5. Magsat data avaiizhility o f  fine nttiturlc vector quiet ( K P  LT 2+) data  - Mnrcli 1980 
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Figure 6C-6. Mapnt data availability cf fine attitude vector quict (KP LT 2+) data April 1980 
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Firrlrc 60-7. M a c u t  data availability of fine attitude vcctor cluiet (KP LT ?+) data \ l ay  1980 
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Fieure 62. Scalar Ma~nctic  Anomaly Map from the Pogo Satellites Ruduccd to  SOoKH Altitude. 
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Figure 6 3 .  North Polar Anomalic\ in Scalar Mapc t i c  Field from the Poyo Satcllitc5. 
Fig~rc. 64. South Polar Anom:~!tt., in Scalar !Maen(-tic '.'ic:,l from thc. Pogo S:itcllitc!s. 
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Figure 65. Magsat Latitude Plot (LATPLOT) 
Fieure 66. Mapat  Polar Plot (POLEPLOT) 
Figure 67.  Mapat  Polar Plot (POLF.PI,OT) 
Pipan. 68. 4laent  Polar Plot (I'OIEPLOT) 
Figure 69. Magsat Pslar Plot (POLFPLOT) 
Figure 70. Magsat Polar Plot (POLEPLOT) 
Figure 71.  Plots of Low Latitude Scalar l h t a  Used in Anomaly Map$. 
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Figure 72. Magnet ic /lnoma!v M a p  Using Magsat Da ta  - A X  Contours 
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Fi.wre 73. Magnetic Anomaly Map Usiny Magsat Data - A Y  Contourn 
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Figure 74. Magnetic Anomaly Map Using Magsat Data - AZ Coiltous 
Appendix 1 
INVI!STI(;ATOR-R TABLE 
This table is taken from the Investigator-R tape. Tlie listing is ordered by the pass number, and 
each pass consists of two lines. The first line irldicates the time at which the pass began, while the 
second line indicates the time at which the pass ended. Along with the enct.ing and starting times, 
the table shows the indicated values at both the ascending and descending nodes. The AB values a;: 
t:iose computed a t  the ascending and descending nodes at the Dip Equator. Areas in which no  da ts  
is available are indicated by asterisks. 
Description of the Titlcs on th2 Table 
PASS The pass number o n  which the (1: ',\ is found on the 
Investigator-R tape 
3lJD The mociifictl Julian day corresponding to  the pass 
MSF-C Tlie time in milliseconds at the stsrt and end of the pass 
DATE nionth,'dav!year 
1-IR:MN:SC hours: mini~tes:seconds 
KP Magnetic Activity I n d ~  s 
DEQL Relative Equatorial Disturbance in horizontal component 
from observatories 
Ef jL  The longitude at which the satellite crosses the equator 
External field due t o  the ring-current and other 
magnetosphere currents 
I The associated induced field of the external currents 
DELTA B The AB at the Dip Equator 
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I R :  33: h i  i F 
15: 17: 27 17  
I f :  31: 1u 
10:51: 15 17  
18:24:>3 
18:iS: 4 2 6  
19: 3d- 53 &o: b:3b 2 0  
L 1: 31: 35 
Ll:32: 4d 1 ;  
23: 0: 24 
23: b:&d 1 0  
0: 40: 151 (1:43: 2J  2 
L: 14: 3 
2: 14: U 3 
3: 47: > I  
3: 47: 56 0 
5: 21: 34 
5:21: u4 0 
0:  5>: 20 
6:55: 31 3 
e: 29: 15 
8: 29: 20 3 
10: 3: 3 
1 1 . 3 - Y  7 
111 34: 27 
11:37: 0 1C 
13: 10: 43 
13: 13: 48 1 C 
17: uu: 31  
lu :  44:36 7 
1 b: 13: 20 
l6:18:25 7 
17: 52: d 
17:52:13 1 0  
19: 25: 50 
19:2b: 1 10  
LO: 59: 73 
20:59:UB 3 
-2:  3>: j 1 
22: 33: 30 3 
3: 7: 10 
0: 7: LU 7 
1 :  7
1:41:12 7 
3: 14: 55 
3: 15: 0 1 0  
4: un: 43 
u:Ud:U8 1C 
b: 22: 3 1 
6:22: 36  7 
7: 37: 49 
t!: 8:>7 7 
9: 35: 7 
9:30: 12 1 3  
11: 3: 55 
11: 4: 0 13 
12. 37- 43 
12137148 1 C 
14: 1 1 ~ 3 0  
14: l l : 3 5  1 C  
15: 45: 19 
15:U5:13 3 
16: 5u: 27 
17:U9: 2 * * *  
18- 52- 56 
l e 5 3 1 1  3 




23: 3U: 16 
23:3U:20 3 
1: d: 4 
1: Y: 9 1 0  
2: u 1: 56 
2:ul:55 2 0  
4: 15: 36 
4:15:43 L C  
5: 49: 27 
-J.8 13.4 
3 . 2 .  -13.3 
13. 5 -36.5 
4. 3 - J Y . ~  
-19.9 -ir3.1 
-31.5 - 1'7b.d 
-34. 1 -130.3 
-11.7 -153.8 
-0.9 - 1 1 7 . ~  
3.0 159.3 
J. 3 135.9 
-4.7 112.u 
-15.0 39.0 
- 1 . 5  05.5 
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I: if: *N: SC 
5: UY: 32 
7: 23: 15 
7: 23: 20 
8: 56: 59 
E: 57: 4 
10: 33: 50 
10: 30: 5 5  
12: a: 38 
12: u:43 
13: 38: i l  
13: 38: i 6  
15: 12: 9 
15: 12: 13 
16: U5: 57 
lb:46: 2 
18: 19: 45 
16: 19: 50 
19: 53: 31 
19: 53: 3b 
2 1: 27: 19 
21: 27: 24 
23: 1: r3 
r3:  I: 12 
0: 32: 51 
0: 34: 56 
2: 8:39 
L: a:4u 
3: UL: i b  
3:42: 31 
5: lo: 14 
5: lu: 19 
6: u9: 58 
6: 53: 3 
e: 23: 46 
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9: 57: 35  
5: 57: u0 
1 I: 21: l a  
11:31:23 
13: 5: o 
13: 5: 11 
14: 30: 55 
14:39: 0 
1 h: li: 3.1 
lt,: lL.'LIL) 
1 7: c:.: "7 
17: Ub: 3 .7  
17: 20: : 1 
19: 0: I >  
~ b :  5 ~ :  -13 
2 s :  54: ? 
62: 27; 4: 
2 2: 27: 50 
0: 1: 28 
0: 1:33 
1: 35: 14 
1: 35: 13 
3: 9: L 
3: 4: 7 
'4: 47-51 
4: UL: 36 
t: 10: 3u 
u: lb: 39 
7: 50: 23 
7: 55: i 8  
9: 24: 5 
9: 24: 11 
10: 57: 5U 
1 u: 57: 59 
I?: 3 1: 38 
1,: 31: 43 
14: !J: Z b  
14: 5 : ~ l  
15:39: 8 
15: 3:: 13 
17: 1,: ~ c r  
1 : 1 3  1 
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20: 20: 32 
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X S C E Y 3 I X G  CESCEPiDIWG 
ri6:AI:SC K C  I! ZQL L E 1 I / Z  D L T A  i: Kl' C EEL EEL I 
1!55:29 +*+  *r*+** *+&*r *t+rr **+*+ *a+** -51.e +*a ** **Z******* 
. - - - - - - 
2- 49. 26 3f 11 3 7  -Ml.Y -152.0 **+a* -53.8 *I**** *+8*Z* *L**W**L* 
4: 19: 23 l& -5 i -YO 3 7  -34.3 -174.7 52.3 11.6 4.22 -68,z *** *****a ****** **o****** 
5f 46; 11  
6.27-42 2 3  -25.1 162.5 52.1~ 13.0 0.13 -65.2 *** ****** ****** ********** 
7:21Z 7 
7155: 37 2 3  -24.8 1J3.9 47.2 3.1 9 4 .8  *** ****** a***** ********** 
8: 52: 33 S:30:35 2C -32.4 117.3 33.6 5 -9  3-13 -43.3 *** ***I** ****** **'
10: 23: 15 
11: 0:3O 2G -43.9 94.3 37.0 d.5 3.LJ -45.7 *** ****** ****** ********** 
:;2:;:2 *** ****a*  ****I* ***** ***** ***** -45.7 *** ****** ****** **** ***** 
13.25- 27 14: 2; $6 2 2  -35. j 48.8 83.9 16.6 3. JY -65-2  *** re****  ***a** ********** 
14: 55: JG 
15:33:40 3 0  -27.1 20.1 38.s 17.0 3.44 -53.9 *** ****** ****** ********** 
lb:27: 5 17: 6: 51) 3c -12.9 3.3 44.14 13.1 3-41 r r s + * c  **r*** *rr+r* ******rr*r 
1 7- LI): 4 1 1 9 : ~ ~ -  a a+**+* +***** **++* *++a* * re*+ ****r* *** r***** ***+** *+******** 
:$:ti ': ****** ****** +.*re **+** *8**** 23 -26.2 103-6 ********** 
2 ~ :  35- z e  
~3:14:  !7 Z j  -31.0 -87.6 d2.2 8-5 5.23 ***** 13 -38.5 81.1 27.7 7.3 
0: Q ~ L ?  0:u-, g 1 3  -31.5 -1 lq.o u!j;j 6.7 J. 15 **+*** **+*** *+***r*r*r 
1: 32: 56 2: 16: 13 13  -Ld-8 -133.1 31.5 11.2 3.33 -56.2 *** ****** ****** ********** 
2: 3: 19 
J: 45: 5 2C -32-5  - 155.8 33.5 7.6 9-23 -42.6 *** ****** ****** ********** 
4.34 1 s~16:L3 2C -21.7 -178.t 27.8 11.3 j.41 -41.2 + r e  *+re** *re*** r*r*r**r** 
:143i1: *** * * * L C *  ****a* ***** ***** **I** -41.2 *** ****** ****** ******I*,* 
7: 36: 45 f i  17:53 2 7  -7.7 136.0 32.9 1.0 8 -82  -47.1 *** ****** ****** ********** 
9: 7: 31  9:48: 57 1 0  -13.3 : :3.2 36.0 -2.6 -1.57 -87.1 *** *+**** ***+** W*+++**** 
~ $ ~ $ j ~ ~  e C *  + + t t * L  +.tt+* *+**I *C 8+ -U7.1 ***+*it +*L*** *L*****+** 
12' 9- 1; 12:54: 38 l j  -37.9 67.8 42.1 15.6 3 -38  -56-6  *** ****** ****a* ********** 
13; 39; 53 
14:23:42 13  -28.0 45.0 37.4 8.1 3.22 -5J.0 *+* ****** ****** 19.8 1.8 
13: 19: 4 16:24:23 +** +*L**+ *8*+** ***** *+**+ - 9 . 3  *** *I**** * * ** *S********  
16-41- 3 l7:27: 28 7 3. 1 -0.4 33. J 12.2 9-17 -42.3 *** ****** ****** ********** 
ret 9:3? 1$:25: 42 *** b***** ****** *We** +***I CLL*, -42-3 *** ****** **b*** ********** 
19- 43- 25 L01575 lL * r *  L+*L*+ s***++ I**** **t*+ **a** -42.3 *** I*++** *L***c +********* 
2 1: 14: 58 
L1:53: 17 17  -3 -7  -08.6 31.7 11.3 3.23 -42.3 *** ****** ****** 14.5 3 -5  
+ 2: 45: 23 
2-:27: 9 17 - 2 ~ .  0 -91.3 39.3 13.8 0.27 -5b -0  *** ****** ****** ********** 
0: 1s: 55 C:SB: 7 1 0  -31.4 -114.0 93.9 7 - 5  5.17 -46.2 *** ****** ****** ********** 
1:u7:~1 
A :  28: 2 1: -33.4 -1Jo.8 36.2 7.9 0.22 -49 -6  *** ****** ****** ******I*** 
3: 18: 20 3: 59: 43 1 1  -22 .5  -159.5 32.0 5.6 J. 18 -U2.1 *** ****re ****** ********** 
4:49: 2 5: 30-86 13  -13.7 177.3 37.2 3.U 3-39 -47.0 *** ****** ****** ********** $;2:;:t ***  ****** ****** ***** ***** ***** -47.C *** ****** ****** ********** 
7: 50: 56 R.31-39 * c *  +*++*r +***+ -47.0 r e * * * *  **r*+* *rrr*c+***  
9; 22; 19 
10: 2:37 1 0  -1b-b 109-6 19.1 3.8 1.2.) -27.3 *** ****** ****** ********** 
10: 52: 52 11: 33: 33 1 c -22.c 8c.g *+**+ -&7.3 *** **r+** *+*or*  r * r * * * * * * b  
12: 24: 10 13:37:,1 **++** r**m*e +*+*+ *r**r +*+*e -27.3 * c t  *+r+*r **+*** *rr+r***** 
15: 55: 1 
1~:33: 4 3  3 -13.7 U l . 5  ls.5 13.2 3-35 -i7.3 *** ****** ****** ********** 
15: 24: 39 
I/? DELTA B 
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2- 1 
1 .  Kp Index 
The following tables give three-hourly Kp, daily Ap and Cp indices for the months October 
1979 through June 1980 (pages 2-3 through 2-7). A Kp graph is also provided (page 2-8). These 
tables and the graph are reproductions of those supplied by the Geophysikalisches Institut, 
Gottingen. 
Inzernational  auiet ar-d disturbed days: 
Quietesr  Days 1 -  5: 18 17 19 30 27 
Q u i e t e s t D a y s  6-10: 31 5 14 23 20 
Most Disturbed Days 1-5 : 8 6 7 9 i O *  
GEOMAGNETIC ?SA!iETAEIY IYDICES 
Three-hourly: Kp; Daily: k p  and C p  
O c t o b e r  1979 
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  Sum Ap Cp 
Preliminary ssc: 06 d ; I  h 20 m 
Q u i e t e s t D a y s  1 -  5 :  28 5 22 6 :5 
Q u i e t e s t  Days 6-10: 2 3  26 29 18 27 
Three-hourly: :<?; S a i l y :  A p  and C a  
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  Sun A? Cp 
Irelintnary ssc: 07 2 : 3  h 47 IT! 
9 1 5 h  2 2 7  3 6 c  3 7 h  39.2 
Three-hourly: Xs; D e i i y :  Ap and C p  
IctercatLo~zL quiet azZ dis:~rSeC davs: 
Quietest 23ys 1 -  5: 9 10 18 19 12 
Q i i i e t a s t  D a y s  6-10: 23 7 31 24 21 
Most Disturbed Days 1-5: 28 29 27 1 13 
Three-hourly: Kp; D a i l y :  Ap and Cp 
J a n u a r v  1980 
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  SL?, A? CF 
i 2+2+2+3+ 3+4*5050 230 24 :.2 
2 4+30202+ 3+231020 200 12 0.7 
3 3-4+2-3+ - 3 - 3 4 -  25- 73 1.0 
4 303~3030 2+403+30 250 76 0.9 
5 3-20203- 303-3030 210 12 0.7 
Preiimicary ssc : - 0 - e  Preliminary ssc: 73 d 05 h 1 0  m 
I7 d 5 :Z 2, 25 a 1; n C5 a 
2 8 d  7 5 n  4 3 3  
I n t e r n a c i c x l  a c i e t  and disturbei days:  
Quietest Days 1-  5: 13 3 12 5 10 
Quietest Cays 6-10: 22 21 1 1  4 17 
Most Disturbed Says 1-5: 16 15 6 14* 8* 
Three-hourly: Kp; Daily: Ap and Cp 
F e b r u a r v  1980 
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 3  Sun Ap Cp 
1 201+2-2+ 2-2-4-3- 18- 10 0.6 
2 2+3+302+ 2+1+1-1- 160 9 0.5 
3 1-10101- Otl-0-10 6- 3 0.1 
4 1-lo2+20 1-0~0+0+ 8- 4 0.1 
5 00001-1+ loiolol- 6- 3 0.1 
Preliniaary s s c :  0 6  i 3 k 20 n 
1 4 2  O i ! i  G 9 s  i S S  12 k 3 4 m  
International quiet and d i s t u b e d  days: 
QuietestDays 1-5: 15 12 2 1 18 
Quietest Days 6-10: 20 24 16 10 3 
Most Disturbed Days 1-5: 26 31 21* 22* 30* 
GEOMAGNETIC PLPSETARY ZNDICES 
Three-hourly: Kp; Daily: Ap and Cp 
M a r c h  1380 
1 2 3 4  ~ 6 7 a  Sum ~p cp 
Preliminary fsc: 19 C 06 h 17 m 
30 d 23 h  54 r. 3 i  d 17 h  SO n 
X o s t  3lsturbed Days 1-5: t i  12 6 ;O 15 
GEG:'-\GSETIt PLAXETA3Y ISDICES 
Ikree-hcarly: Kp; Daily: A? and C p  
3reirrnrr.ary s s e :  CS c : 3 ?i 33 3 
26 d ?O ?. 55 Z. 0 2  d 2 3  P 3 6  s 
9 9  2 C5 h 0 7  21 2 2  c co .-. 38 3 
.Internatronal q3iet and disturbed davs: 
Quietest Days 1- 5: 3 17 27 ;6 2 
Quietest Days 6-10: 21 18 28 4 20 
Most Disturbed Days 1-5: 1 1  25 12 9* 14* 
.GEOMAGNETIC PLANETARY IPJDI CES 
.Three-hourly: Kp; Daily: Ap and Cp 
M a y  1980 
1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  Sum .Ap Cp 
,30201-1+ 3-3-2+10 16- 8 0.5 
1+101+10 lol+lol- 9- 4 0.1 
O+l-lo10 1-1-0+10 6- 3 0.1 
G+2-1-1+ 202-1-O+ 9- 4 0.1 
0+1-2-2- 2+2+203- 14- 7 0.3 
3-3-3-3- 302+3-3- 21+ 12 0.7 
0+1-202- 2-3-4020 150 9 0.5 
30302-1- l+l-102- 130 7 0.4 
30302+3+ 302+5-40 26- 18 1.0 
3+1+;+2- 1+1+2+2+ 150 8 0.4 
4-204-40 4+4+6060 340 38 1.4 
5-504-3+ 3-3-3030 280 23 1.1 
2+3-3-2- 1-203050 200 14 0.8 
4+4-2+20 2+304+2+ 24t 17 0.9 
1+203-10 1+1-1-2- 1 1 +  5 0.3 
lol+l+lo O+O+O+Oo 6- 3 0.1 
Oo0+0+1- 1-1-102- 5+ 3 0.1 
000+1-2- 10201+1- 8- 4 0.1 
0+1-2-20 303-2+2- 74+ 8 0.4 
201+2-10 l+loloO+ 10- 5 0.2 
O+Oololo 10101+20 8- 4 0.1 
1'02-202- 2+2+1+10 13+ 6 0.3 
2+20102- 4+30202- 180 1 1  0.6 
2010132+ 3-30404- 20- 12 0.7 
30305oG+ 6-4-1+2+ 30+ 34 1.4 
3-102-3- 101-143- 14- 7 0.4 
1 0 1 + ? - 1  1-101-00 60 3 0.1 
1+1+1-2- l+l+l-o+ 3- 4 0.1 
0+1-101- 101+3+2- 100 6 0.3 
3-203020 2+3-3-2- 790 10 0.6 
3-3-2+2+ 3-4-2+5- 23+ 16 0.9 
Mean 10 0.48 
Preliminary ssc: 23 d 16 h 33 m 
31 d 21 , 38 m 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  q u i e t  and d i s t u r b e d  days:  
Q u i e t e s t  Gays 1- 5: 27 17 28 18 5 
Q u i e t e s t  Days 6-i0: 15 29 4 20 23 
GEOMAGNETIC PLANETARY INDICES 
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21- 
34+ 



















30 3-1+1+20 3-2~2-20 760 8 0.4 
Mean 13 3.59 
P r e l i m i n a r y  ssc: 06 d 22 n 37 m 
1 0 3  1 6 h  2 7 m  2 C d . 0 2 h  4 7 m  
26 d 01 h 29 m 
I PLANETARY MAGNETIC A = sudden 
,::;,l~~ir IliIlliii i i l l l THREE- HOUR -RANGE INDlCES L &-" Kp (after Bartels) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9  Kp till 1980 b n e  30 o + - O + - o . - O + - o . - ~ ~ - ~ l - O I - ~ ~ ~  Ks (from Wingst and Giittingenl trN h l y  l7 
._ 
-- -
2. Dst Index 
The tollowing tables are provided: 
a. Monthly tabulations of hourly Dst index for October 1979 through June 1980 (pages 2-10 
tllrough 2-1 8) 
b. Daily mean Dst for the years 1979 and 1980 (pages 2-19 and 2-20) 
c. Graphs of th t  hourly Dst index covering the period from October 1979 through 
September 1980 (pages 2-2 1 and 2-22) 
Hodrly Equatorial Ds'r Values 
Hourly Equatorial DsT Values 
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Appendix 3 
A SPECIAL Dst INDEX 
Dr. M. Sugiura of GSFC has kindly supplied the MAGS.I\T project office with an extended 
Dst calibration. 
The following function was computed: 
D(T) = A,(T) + A, (TI sin ( n t  + an (TI)  
n =  1 
where T is universal time and t is local time. A, and A, are in nanotesla (nT) and a, in degrees. 
L 
A,(T) is equivalent t o  the traditional Dst while A,(T) sin ( n ~  t a,,, (T)) should be an approxi- 
n =  1 
mation t o  the traditional DS. For  these calc!tlations data from the five observatories Honolulu, 
San Juan, Heurnanus, Alibay and Kakioka were utilized. As of this writing the secular variation llas 
not yet been accounted for, which can result in a baseline shift of 2 few nT. Table A3 gives the 
vzlues of A,(T) (= Dst), A ( t )  (= DS I), A2(t) \= DS2), al (t) and a2( t) over the interval October 1, 
1979 through June 30, 1980. 
Table A -3. Equatorial Disturbance (DsT, DS) from Five Observations (pags  3-2 throw& 328) 
I t .  1 U 1 . J  
I - 1  "'..I 
i - - ~ i y . ,  7 1 . 1  
1 ,  - 1 1 . 5 . 1  >'J.:, 
1 + .  - 1  4 3 .  J Li. r - j . J  
-; 1- t>  
-ha.? 
- 1c:. : 
- 4  t i .  I 
- 1 7 G . 9  
1 t . 1 . L  
124.7 
"B.4 
t .. J 
-2 .  J 
2 3 . 2  
-b. J 
I .  +! 
-'Ad.) 
- LJ. I, 
- I  1..2 
- 1 5 7 . 1  
1 7 1 . 3  
1 .'C. b 
r r I . i  
Jb. 1 
3 0 . U  
- I . +  
- J L . J  
-7J.3 
- 1 i Y .  1 
- 1 6 6 . 5  
1 1 1 1 . 1  
1 2 7 .  I 
104. 4 
7 1 . 1  
J i .  3 
l a ,  i 5  111 10 
f b l  D52 AA.dhhl AL.,iiA.! 
A V I B A G L '  DSl V L U k  : 
[Si 79 10 11  
DS 1 DSZ Abl'hAl AL2EAL 
4 V E R I G E  DST V A L U E  : 

I . .  -u.a, - ' , I . i  
1 4  I ! . ,  - 5 5 . 1  
I, 1.3 - I  3J.J 
I ,  - 1 ~ j . 5  I % ? . >  
I" - l l . . J  li:.7 
I*, - I  >3 .  1  I J6. 3 
I d  -1U4.5 ? 1 . 7  
I f , i . 4  
Id J L . ~  1 6 .  J 
I', - 1 5 t . 3  -:.a 
l i  Ir l .  9 - 2 4 .  1 
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